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Abstract
A common issue in terrain visualization is caused by oversampling of flat regions and of areas
with constant slope. For a more compact representation, it is desirable to remove vertices in
such areas, maintaining both the topological properties of the terrain and a good quality of
the underlying mesh. We propose a simple algorithm that preserves the persistent homology of
the height function of the terrain and returns a constrained Delaunay triangulation, where the
constraints are defined by edges that cannot be flipped without changing the topology.
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Summary
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Figure 1 A toy example on which the proposed algorithm is performed.

Let us consider a scalar field f : P → R defined on a finite set of points P in R2 and
let Σ be the Delaunay triangulation of P (see Figure 1(a) for an example). As shown in
Figure 1(b), such a dataset can be represented as a terrain, a triangulated surface in R3 by
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considering, for each p ∈ P , the scalar value f (p) as an altitude attribute. In real datasets,
such a representation can be affected by a geometrical oversampling. This is caused by
the presence of regions with approximately constant slope represented by a large number
of triangles that could be realized through a much more limited number of simplices. In
general, it is worthwhile to ask how a terrain can be simplified while maintaining its high-level
structure. At the same time, the simplified mesh should be of good quality, e.g., not contain
unnecessarily skinny triangles. See [2] for an overview of terrain simplification.
We propose a simplification framework that maintains the persistence diagram defined by
the sublevel sets of f on Σ and yields a mesh with certain quality guarantees. Our strategy
consists of two phases: first, we remove vertices in the mesh that cause oversampling; done
carefully, this preserves the persistent homology, but might deteriorate the mesh quality
(Figure 1(c)). In the second phase, we repair the underlying mesh, that is, we improve its
quality, again without changing the persistence of the terrain (Figure 1(d)).
Removal phase. We design a criterion to determine if the removal of a vertex v is possible
while preserving the persistent homology of the terrain. According to this criterion, verifiable
in polynomial time in the number of vertices adjacent to v, a large class of vertices, including
for instance any non-critical point v of f whose incident triangles form a convex set, can be
removed without affecting the topological properties of the terrain. Then, the focus is on
determining which vertices to remove to reduce oversampling. This can be controlled by a
heuristic based on the local properties, such as curvature, local density, etc.
Repair phase. After the removals, the main idea is to flip edges in the triangulation to
improve its quality. The first question is which edges can be flipped without affecting the
persistence of the terrain. Let ab be an edge with the two adjacent triangles abc and abd.
Assuming wlog f (a) < f (b), we call ab feasible if exactly one value among f (c) and f (d) is
contained in the interval [f (a), f (b)].
I Lemma 1. Flipping a feasible edge does not change the persistence diagram of the terrain.
I Lemma 2. Flipping a feasible edge does not turn a feasible edge infeasible, or vice versa.
Based on these two lemmas, the repair phase identifies the infeasible edges. Then, it
computes the constrained Delaunay triangulation [1] of the mesh subject to the infeasible edges
as constraints. This triangulation, maximizing the minimal angle among all triangulations
containing the infeasible edges, can be obtained from the starting one through a sequence of
flips of feasible edges, and hence has the same persistence diagram as the initial terrain.
Outlook. We plan to experimentally evaluate different strategies for vertex removals in
the first phase of our framework and carefully compare the results with the state of the
art. Moreover, we want to study the variant where the persistence diagram of the simplified
terrain is allowed to vary from the original one by a specified amount. For that, an extension
of Lemma 1 bounds the change of persistence when flipping an infeasible edge, allowing for
a greedy simplification strategy. However, finding the optimal quality triangulation whose
persistence is close to the original one appears to be a more difficult problem.
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Introduction

The k-center problem or facility location problem asks for a set of k disks that cover a given
set of n points, such that the maximum radius of all the disks is as small as possible. Since
the introduction of the k-center problem by Sylvester [3] in 1857, the problem has been
widely studied and has found many applications in practice.
In recent decades there has been an increased interest, especially in the computational
geometry community, to study problems for which the input points are moving, including
the k-center problem. These problems are typically studied in the framework of kinetic data
structures [1], where the goal is to efficiently maintain the (optimal) solution to the problem
as the points are moving.
In many practical applications, for example if the disks are represented
physically, or if the disks are used for visualization, the disks should move
smoothly as the points are moving smoothly. As the optimal k-center (for
k ≥ 2) may exhibit discontinuous changes as points move (see figure), we
need to resort to approximations to guarantee stability.
Recently, Meulemans et al. [2] introduced a new framework for algorithm
stability, which includes the definition of topological stability. An algorithm is
topologically stable if its output behaves continuously (albeit with arbitrary
speed) as the input is changing. The topological stability ratio ρTS of a
problem is then defined as the ratio between the quality of a topologically
stable solution and an optimal but unstable solution. In [2] bounds on ρTS are given for
kinetic Euclidean minimum spanning trees, using various ways of enforcing continuity.
In this abstract we prove the following theorem on the topological stability of k-center.
I Theorem 1. For the k-center problem it holds that 2 sin( π(k−1)
2k ) ≤ ρTS ≤ 2 for k ≥ 2.

2

Bounds on topological stability

As illustrated above, some point sets have more than one optimal solution. If we can
transform an optimal solution into another, by growing the covering disks at least/at most
a factor r, we immediately obtain a lower/upper bound of r on the topological stability.
The transformations or morphs allow (the centers of the) disks to move and radii to change
continuously, as long as the points are covered at all times. We first introduce some tools to
help us model and reason about these transformations.
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2-colored intersection graphs.
Consider a point set P and two sets of k disks, such that
each set covers all points in P : we use R to denote the one set (red) and B to denote the
other set (blue). We now define the 2-colored intersection graph GR,B = (V, E): each vertex
represents a disk (V = R ∪ B) and is either red or blue; E contains an edge for each pair of
differently colored, intersecting disks. A 2-colored intersection graph always contains equally
many red nodes and blue nodes by definition and both colors must cover all points: there
may be points only in the area of intersection between a blue and red disk. In the remainder,
we use intersection graph to refer to 2-colored intersection graphs.
I Lemma 2. Let sets R and B of k disks each cover a point set P . If GR,B is a forest, then
R can morph onto B without increasing the disk radius, while covering all points in P .
Proof. From a counting argument, using |R| = |B|, it follows that we can always find a red
leaf in GR,B . This red leaf can then morph onto its blue neighbor. This effectively removes
these two nodes from the intersection graph, since the blue disk is fully covered by the red
disk; repeating this argument gives a morph from R onto B.
J
We are now ready to deal with the k-center problem. The upcoming
Proving Theorem 1.
lemmata each prove one part.
I Lemma 3. For the k-center problem it holds that ρTS ≥ 2 sin( π(k−1)
2k ) for k ≥ 2.
Proof. Consider a set of 2k points, which are the corners of a regular
2k-gon with unit radius, i.e., equidistantly spread along the boundary
of a unit circle. There are exactly two optimal solutions R and B on
these points, for which GR,B forms a cycle (see figure). To morph from
R to B, one of the red disks r1 has to grow to cover the intersection
of an adjacent blue disk b with the other (red) neighbor r2 of b (see
dashed red disk). The diameter of the disks in our optimal solution
equals the length of a side of this regular 2k-gon, hence r1 has to
grow with a factor 2 sin( π(k−1)
2k ). Once r1 has grown to overlap the intersection between a
blue disk and r2 , r2 no longer has to cover the points in the intersection and can be treated
as a degree-1 vertex in GR,B . Since that makes GR,B a tree, we can apply Lemma 2.
If we can show that a set of moving points actually forces this swap to happen, the desired
bound on the topological stability follows from the above argument. We can place points
moving on tangents of the circle defining the 2k points, to arrive at the described situation
at a time t, while ensuring that a swap before or after t would be only more costly.
J
I Lemma 4. For the k-center problem it holds that ρTS ≤ 2 for k ≥ 2.
Proof. Consider a moment in time t where there are two optimal solutions; let R denote the
optimal solution at t − ε and B the optimal solution at t + ε for arbitrarily small ε > 0. Let C
be the maximum radius of the disks in R and in B and let GR,B describe their intersections.
First we make a maximal matching between red and blue vertices that are adjacent in GR,B .
The intersection graph of the remaining red and blue disks has no edges, so we match these
red and blue disks in any way. All the red disks that are matched to blue disks they already
intersect grow to overlap their initial disk and the matched blue disk. Now the remaining
red disks can safely move to the blue disks they are matched to, and adjust their radii to
fully cover the blue disks. Finally, to finish the morph all red disks shrink. When all red
disks are overlapping blue disks, the maximum of their radii is at most 2C.
J
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Introduction. Consider a two-dimensional surface S with a height function h : S → R. The
Morse-Smale complex (MS-complex) of T is a topological complex that provides information
about the features of the height function on the terrain. It consists of the critical points
(minima, saddles and maxima) of h in T , together with steepest-descent paths from saddles
to minima and steepest-ascent paths from saddles to maxima. In the continuous case, the
MS-complex is well-defined if h is a Morse function: each critical point of h has a distinct
height, and certain types of degeneracies do not occur. To allow computing MS-complexes
on real-world measurement data, which typically is discrete, several extensions of Morse
functions to the discrete case have been studied. An extensive explanation of the most
prominent of those, discrete Morse theory, is provided by Forman [2]. Based on discrete
Morse theory, there have been several approaches to define discrete MS-complexes. In this
work we focus on the discrete MS-complex defined by Shivashankar et al. [3]. We present a
kinetic data structure (KDS) for this MS-complex. That is, we consider a height function h
that changes over time, and provide a data structure to track the MS-complex throughout
this movement. This can be used to efficiently analyze time-varying data.
Discrete MS-complex. The discrete MS-complex computed by Shivashankar et al. is
defined by a discrete gradient field, which is a set of gradient pairs. While gradient fields
are defined for any cell complex, to simplify the presentation, we assume here that the
input is a triangulated (two-dimensional) terrain K. In this setting, there are two types
of gradient pairs: those between vertices and edges, and those between edges and faces.
Specifically, a vertex v1 is paired with the edge {v1 , v2 } towards its lowest neighbor v2 . (If
no neighbor lower than v1 exists, then v1 is not paired with an edge.) Furthermore consider
the triangles {v1 , v2 , v3 } and {v1 , v2 , v30 } incident to an edge {v1 , v2 }. This edge is paired
with the face {v1 , v2 , vmin } where vmin is the lowest vertex among v3 and v30 . (If none of v3
and v30 are lower than both v1 and v2 , then {v1 , v2 } is not paired to a face.) A vertex, edge
or face that is not paired with anything is called critical; critical vertices, edges and faces
are minima, saddles and maxima, respectively (see Fig. 1a–c). The ascending manifold of a
minimum v is obtained by traversing reversed gradient pairs, starting from v. The descending
manifold of a maximum v is obtained by traversing gradient pairs, starting from v.
KDS. We aim to construct a KDS to maintain the minima, saddles and maxima, and the
ascending and descending manifolds as the vertices continuously change their height. We
assume that at no point in time, three vertices have the same height. Our data structure is
inspired by the one proposed by Agarwal et al. for maintaining contour trees kinetically [1].
Like Agarwal et al. we use link-cut trees, a data structure that stores a forest of rooted trees
dynamically, supporting edge insertions and deletions. Furthermore, the root of each tree
can be set and for any vertex the root of its tree can be found. All of these operations take
logarithmic time.
To maintain the ascending and descending manifolds, we use two link-cut trees, T↓ and T↑
(see Fig. 1d). T↓ represents the vertex-to-edge gradient pairs. Specifically, T↓ contains a
vertex for each vertex in K, and it contains the edge {v1 , v2 } for each vertex-to-edge gradient
pair (v1 , {v1 , v2 }). In the static setting discussed by Shivashankar et al., the ascending
∗
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Figure 1 (a) A terrain with vertex heights; (b) vertex-edge (blue) and edge-face (red) gradient
pairs; (c) minima (blue), saddles (green) and maxima (red); (d) T↓ (blue) and T↑ (red).

manifolds are computed by a BFS starting from each minimum, traversing reversed gradient
pairs. Such a BFS corresponds to traversing one complete tree in T↓ . Hence, each tree in T↓
represents an ascending manifold; we ensure that its minimum is the root of the tree.
T↑ represents the edge-to-face gradient pairs. Specifically, T↑ contains a vertex for each
face in K, and it contains the edge ({v1 , v2 , v3 }, {v1 , v2 , v30 }) for each edge-to-face gradient
pair ({v1 , v2 }, {v1 , v2 , v}). Again, as this mirrors the BFS in the static setting, each tree
in T↑ represents a descending manifold; we ensure that its maximum is the root of the tree.
Event handling. We first show how to maintain the set of vertex-edge gradient pairs; that
is, T↓ . Changes in the vertex-edge gradient pairs happen because the lowest neighbor of
a vertex changes. Specifically, when the lowest neighbor of vertex v changes, v needs to
be paired with its incident edge that is now lowest. To track this information, we store a
tournament tree for each vertex v, to maintain its lowest neighbor. This tournament tree
contains v’s neighboring vertices and v itself. This leads to three types of events: the lowest
neighbor can move from one neighbor v1 to another neighbor v2 (in which case we update T↓
by deleting {v, v1 } and inserting {v, v2 }), the lowest neighbor can move from a neighbor v1
to v itself (in which case we delete {v, v1 } from T↓ ), or the lowest neighbor can move from v
to a neighbor v1 (in which case we insert {v, v1 } into T↓ ). Several such events can happen
at the same time, in which case we handle them one by one. To avoid adding cycles to T↓ ,
we first execute all edge deletions, and then all insertions. Similarly we maintain T↑ , by
maintaining for each edge {v1 , v2 } which of v1 , v2 , v3 and v30 is the lowest. After an event has
been handled, we can locally determine which vertices, edges and faces in the neighborhood
are minima, saddles and maxima, respectively, and mark them as such.
Running time. Because an event influences only the neighborhood of a single vertex or face,
per event only a constant number of link / cut operations need to be carried out. Assuming the
maximum vertex degree in K is bounded by a constant, events can be processed in O(log n)
time each. Hence, if there are k changes to the MS-complex, our KDS can compute those
in O(k log n) time in total.
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Abstract
Given n persistence diagrams, can we obtain a close approximation of the induced metric space
without computing all pairwise distances? We address this question by a spanner construction
in the space of persistence diagrams. For that, we adopt the practically efficient cover tree construction to the case of approximate distance computation and construct a well-separated pair
decomposition out of the cover tree. Because the space of persistence diagrams is of high doubling dimension, our approach does not yield worst-case guarantees, even under quite favorable
assumptions on the input. However, we show that in practice, the number of distance computations drops significantly for clustered data. Our results and methodology also carry over to the
case of Reeb graphs.
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Summary

In topological data analysis, it is often necessary to compute all pairwise distances between
topological summaries like persistence diagrams or Reeb graphs. Unlike in the standard
example of Euclidean space, a single distance computations cannot be assumed to be cheap;
for instance the complexity of computing the bottleneck distance between persistence diagram
with N points is O(N 1.5 log N ) with the best known algorithms, and even higher for the
equally-popular Wasserstein distance. Moreover, in the case of Wasserstein distances, efficient
implementations only exist for computing relative approximations of the distance [3]. The
situation is even worse for Reeb graphs, where for none of the proposed distances (e.g. [2]), a
polynomial-time (approximation) algorithm is known. On the other hand, such topological
summaries are frequently used in practice to classify and cluster data. Hence, it is worthwhile
to reduce the number of distance computations as much as possible.
In this note, we focus on the case of persistence diagrams with Wasserstein distance for
brevity. Our approach follows the standard strategy for finite metric spaces. We use a cover
tree [1] to obtain a hierarchical decomposition of the metric space (net trees yield slightly
better theoretical guarantees, but we decided for cover trees because efficient implementations
exist). A technical obstacle is posed by the fact that we can only compute distances up to
an approximation factor – however, we can adapt the definition of cover trees to handle
that case as well. Out of the cover tree, we construct a well-separated pair decomposition
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(WSPD) of the metric space. While the algorithm is identical to the Euclidean case (using
compressed quad-trees), there seems no preceding case where WSPDs have been constructed
from cover trees in the literature. We show that an -WSPD of size O(c14 n(1/)log c ) can be
constructed from a cover tree where c is the expansion constant of the metric space [1]. An
-WSPD defines an 2-spanner of the metric space using standard methods.
The success of our strategy (in theory and practice) depends on the dimensionality of
our metric space, expressed by the expansion constant c above. Note that log c is lower
bounded by the doubling dimension ∆ of the metric space. Unfortunately, the space of
persistence diagrams has infinite doubling dimension, and when restricting to n samples,
∆ can be as high as log n. Even worse, we give an example of n input functions that can
be isometrically embedded on a line (and hence have doubling dimension 1), such that the
corresponding persistence diagrams still have dimension log n. Hence,
 we cannot expect
n
improved worst-case results over the naive approach to compute all 2 distances.
On the other hand, the above analysis does not imply that the spanner construction is
useless in every practical instance. Due to the relatively high cost of the distance computations,
the overhead of computing a cover tree and a spanner out of it is relatively low. Hence, even
if the construction ends up computing, say, 99% of all pairwise distances, the performance
penalty is negligible. We show that in some situations, however, the gain is substantial. In
the first row of Table 1, we generated diagrams that are densely clustered around centers
which are relatively far apart from each other. This is clearly a “cherry-picked” situation for
WSPD construction, and indeed, we see that a 0.04-spanner can be obtained computing only
6 percent of the pairwise distances.
We also generate real persistence diagrams of the shapes from the McGill shape benchmark
(http://www.cim.mcgill.ca/~shape/benchMark/) to which we added some random noise.
Here, depending on the parameters, we can either get a 2-approximation while still computing
less than 6 percent of the pairwise distances, or, if we want more accurate results, we can get
23 % error and still reduce the number of distance computations by a factor of 2.
Dataset
# diagrams Cover tree fraction WSPD fraction Real relative error
Synthetic
781
0.021514
0.055406
0.0371734
Real
732
0.014577
0.051681
0.822682
Real
732
0.016027
0.515224
0.225174
Table 1 Results of our experiments. Cover tree fraction shows the portion of distances that were
really computed when building the cover tree; WSPD fraction shows the portion of distance that
were computed when building WSPD; real relative error is the largest error on all pairwise distances.
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Abstract
Topological data analysis and its main invariant, persistent homology, provide a toolkit for computing topological information of noisy spaces. Kernels for one-parameter persistent homology
have been established to connect persistent homology with machine learning techniques. We
contribute a kernel construction for multi-parameter persistence by integrating a one-parameter
kernel along straight lines and prove stability for a wide range of useful one-parameter kernels.
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Summary
It is well-known that the set of persistence diagrams forms a metric space, for instance using
the bottleneck distance. However, based on the complicated nature of this space, any form
of statistical analysis (e.g., computing averages) is a difficult task. A trend in the last years
has been to embed persistence diagrams into a larger space where such statistical methods
can be applied directly. Among such techniques, embeddings into a Hilbert space have been
proposed, allowing the definition of an inner product (also called a kernel) of persistence
diagrams [2]. The rough idea is to replace each off-diagonal point in the persistence diagram
by a Gaussian peak and obtain a feature map R2 → R as the sum of the Gaussians. Then,
the kernel is simply defined as the inner product in the L2 -space over R2 .
On the other hand, the theory of multi-parameter persistence poses mathematical challenges, mainly due to the fact that a “persistence diagram” does not exist as in the oneparameter counterpart. Nevertheless, several notions of distance have been proposed for
multi-parameter persistence modules. Among those methods is the matching distance: the
basic idea is to compare two multifiltrations along linear slices through the persistence space.
Along every such slice, one obtains two one-parameter modules which can be compared using the bottleneck distance. The supremum of all these (appropriately weighted) distances
is the matching distance. A strong point of this method is the possibility to approximate
the distance in polynomial time by using a subsample of slices [1].
We contribute the first kernel for multi-parameter persistence by a combination of the
two described techniques. We restrict to the case of two parameters for brevity in this note.
On a high level, we construct a feature map R4 → R from a persistence module, and define
the kernel via the L2 -space over R4 . For the definition of the feature map, we consider slices
of the bifiltered module; on each slice, we construct a feature map in L2 (R2 ) (e.g., using
the feature map from [2]), and we combine all these feature maps into one map, where the
collection of lines yields two additional degrees of freedom.
To ensure that the constructed feature map is L2 -integrable, we require a global upper
bound N ∈ N such that the persistence diagram along every slice has at most N off-diagonal
points. Moreover, we restrict our attention to a bounded rectangle R in persistence space –
while we can generalize this assumption, we claim that a canonical area of interest can be
identified in most realistic scenarios. Furthermore, instead of the feature map from [2], our
construction works as well with various other embeddings proposed in the literature.
Our constructed feature map gives rise to a stable distance. More precisely, let F, G :
X → R2 be functions from a topological space X. The sublevel sets of F and G define
two-parameter persistence modules, and our construction yields feature maps ΦF , ΦG which
are L2 -integrable under mild assumptions on F and G. With N and R as above, we have
kΦF − ΦG kL2 ≤ C · N · area(R) · kF − Gk∞ ,
where C is an absolute constant and kF − Gk∞ = supx∈X kF (x) − G(x)k.
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Introduction

The Wrap complex [1, 4] is a useful tool for shape reconstruction. It is a filtered subcomplex
of the Delaunay triangulation. In many applications, the set of points on which the Delaunay
triangulation is computed changes dynamically: points are inserted, deleted, and moved.
Dynamic algorithms have been proposed and implemented to efficiently update the Delaunay
triangulation [3], however, no work has been done on updating the Wrap complex locally.
We propose an algorithm that updates the Wrap complex by only recomputing the filtration
values of simplices affected by the operation.
In this work, we first give a definition of the Wrap complex, followed by a discussion of
the algorithm to update it locally. It has been implemented in C++ for points in R2 and R3 ,
using the CGAL-library [2] for parts of the computation.

2

Background

Given a finite set of points, X ⊆ Rd , in general position, the Delaunay triangulation, Del(X),
consists of all simplices σ ⊆ X, for which there exists a sphere with the points of σ on its
boundary and no points of X inside (an empty circumsphere of σ). The Delaunay radius
function, ρ, assigns to each simplex of Del(X) the radius of its smallest empty circumsphere.
In [1], it is shown that ρ is a generalized discrete Morse function, which implies that there is
a partition of Del(X) into intervals [σ, τ ] := {ν | σ ⊆ ν ⊆ τ } so that for simplices σ ⊆ τ it
holds that ρ(σ) ≤ ρ(τ ), with equality iff they are in the same interval. An interval is called
singular if it only contains one simplex, which we then call critical.
We define a directed graph whose nodes are the intervals. There is an arc from interval a
to interval b iff there are simplices σ ∈ a, τ ∈ b with σ ⊆ τ . The lower set of a node, µ,
are the nodes from which µ can be reached along a directed path in the graph. We call µ
a descendant of the nodes in its lower set. The Wrap complex, Wrapr (X), is the union of
the lower sets of all critical simplices σ with ρ(σ) ≤ r; see Figure 1. The Wrap radius of a
simplex σ ∈ Del(X) is the smallest r so that σ ∈ Wrapr (X).

3

Algorithm

The insertion of a new point into the Delaunay triangulation affects a simplex only if the
point is in its smallest empty circumsphere. We call these simplices the conflict zone of the
point; see Figure 2. After the point insertion, all new simplices are incident to the new point.
For the deletion of a point, it is exactly the other way round.
After a dynamic update of the Delaunay triangulation, only the Delaunay radii in the
interior and on the boundary of the conflict zone may change. The Wrap radii, however, can
change in a bigger region. The changes in the conflict zone might affect simplices outside,
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Figure 1 Illustration of the Wrap complex (left) and of the local update steps (middle). Running
times for a Poisson point process, averaged over 100 runs (right).

Figure 2 Conflict zone for insertion (left to right) and deletion (right to left) of a point.

namely those in the lower sets of simplices on the boundary of the conflict zone. In order
to allow efficient updates, every non-singular interval stores references to all its critical
descendants. The critical descendant of smallest radius determines the Wrap radius of the
interval. After recomputing the intervals inside and on the boundary of the conflict zone
and updating the corresponding arcs in the graph, we perform the following steps to update
the sets of critical descendants and thus also the Wrap radii; see Figure 1: First, we remove
the references to deleted critical descendants from the boundary intervals and their lower
sets. Second, references to critical descendants outside of the conflict zone are added to the
part of their lower sets that has changed. Third, we add the new singular intervals as critical
descendants to their lower sets. We always traverse the lower sets recursively, following the
reversed arcs, and stop when we reach singular intervals, since they and their lower sets do
not depend on the more distant critical descendant.
In addition to the update times of the Delaunay triangulation, the running time for a
dynamic update of the Wrap complex only depends on the size of the conflict zone and the
lower sets of the boundary. If this region is small compared to the entire complex, we achieve
much faster running times than for recomputing everything; see Figure 1.
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Abstract
Persistent homology of the Vietoris-Rips complex has proven to be an efficient tool to extract
topological information from finite metric spaces. However, homology is a drastic simplification
and in certain situations might remove too much information. This prompts us to consider
filtered chain complexes. With this goal, we define and list all and only possible indecomposables
of filtered chain complexes, and we provide a structure theorem for enumerating them. We
present an algorithm to compute the decomposition whose implementation is underway.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Mathematics of computing → Continuous mathematics →
Topology → Algebraic topology; Theory of computation → Randomness, geometry and discrete
structures → Computational geometry
Keywords and phrases Topological Data Analysis, interval spheres, decomposition algorithm
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Decomposition of filtered chain complexes

Our goal is to classify compact filtered chain complexes, which are functors F : N → Ch
assigning an inclusion to any morphism (N is the poset of natural number, and Ch is the
category of chain complexes of k-vector spaces). A filtered chain complex is compact if it is
finitely generated and it eventually maps all morphisms to isomorphisms. For example, the
Vietoris-Rips complex of a finite metric space yields a compact filtered chain complex. Our
structure theorem says all such complexes are sum of the following indecomposables.
I Definition 1. Let 0 ≤ b < ∞, b ≤ d ≤ ∞. A [b, d)-n-sphere (interval sphere of dimension
n) is a filtered chain complex isomorphic to:
i=0

···

i=b−1

i=b

···

i=d−1

i=d

···

0

···

0

0

···

0

0

···

0

···

0

0

···

0
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1

···
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1

0

···
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k
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···

0

0
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···
···

1

k
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Homology transforms filtered chain complexes into persistence modules. If b < d, the
nth-homology of the [b, d)-n-sphere is the interval persistence module I [b, d). If b = d, the
corresponding sphere has trivial homology. Homology forgets information that we believe
not necessarily should be regarded as noise. Chain complexes retain not only homological
non-trivial information, but also geometrical content encoded by contractible parts. We hope
this information can be used for more accurate analysis of data.

1.1

Structure theorem

FCh denotes the category of compact filtered chain complexes, and for 0 ≤ b < ∞, b ≤ d ≤ ∞
Sb,d is the set of all [b, d)-n-spheres for any n ≥ 0. Define a hierarchy of full subcategories:
FCh

⊥
S0,0

⊥
S0,∞

FCh0,0
FCh1,0

⊥
S0,1
⊥
S1,1

⊥
S1,∞

FCh0,1
FCh1,1
FCh2,1

⊥
S0,2
⊥
S1,2
⊥
S2,2

···

FCh0,∞

...

FCh1,∞

···

FCh2,∞ · · ·

⊥
Sb,d

where F0
F denotes taking the orthogonal complement F0 of Sb,d in F, and FChb,∞ :=
∩b≤i<∞ FChb,i , for 0 ≤ b < ∞. Such an orthogonal complement is by definition the full
subcategory in F whose objects do not receive any monomorphism from objects in Sb,d .
I Theorem 2. Non-trivial filtered chain complexes of FCh decompose uniquely, up to
permutations and isomorphisms, into finite direct sums of interval spheres.
I Corollary 3. Each compact filtered chain complex is completely described by a finite multiset
of points in the extended plane.
I Corollary 4. Any compact filtered chain complex of FCh is indecomposable if and only if
it is isomorphic to a [b, d)-n-sphere for some 0 ≤ n, 0 ≤ b < ∞, b ≤ d ≤ ∞.

1.2

Decomposition algorithm

We can devise an algorithm
that splits out the interval spheres from a compact filtered chain

0
0
complex F = C• , ∂• ⊆ C•1 , ∂•1 ⊆ · · · , according to the hierarchy of Thm 3.
Input: Boundary matrices ∂hi , for 0 < h, 0 ≤ i.
Output: Number and type of indecomposables.
• for each degree h:
• for each filtration step i:
• for each non-zero column c of ∂hi , let b be the smallest index in the filtration for
which c is in the image of F (b ≤ i):
 reduce all the columns after column c
 delete column c and the row of its first non-zero element
i
 delete the corresponding row in the boundary matrix ∂h+1
• increase the number of [b, i)-(h − 1)-spheres by one
• the boundaries of the obtained filtered chain complex
C̄•0 ⊆ C̄•1 ⊆ · · · are zero

• the number of [i, ∞)-•-spheres is given by dim C̄•i − dim C̄•i−1 .
The crucial part in this algorithm are the  steps: they achieve the decomposition of F as
F ⊕ [b, i)-sphere. We note that the algorithm intrinsically skips computation on non-essential
rows and reduces the boundary matrices in increasing dimension.
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Introduction

In this abstract, we introduce a new approach to simplify the complexes of an input sequence
which uses the notion of strong collapse introduced by J. Barmak and E. Miniam [1].
f1

Specifically, our approach can be summarized as follows: Given a sequence Z : {K1 −→
g2

f3

f(n−1)

K2 ←− K3 −→ · · · −−−−→ Kn } of simplicial complexes Ki connected through simplicial maps
fi

gj

{−→ or ←−}. We independently strong collapse the complexes of the sequence to reach a
fc

gc

fc

c
f(n−1)

fc

1
2
3
i
sequence Z c : {K1c −→
K2c ←−
K3c −→
· · · −−−−→ Knc }, with induced simplicial maps {−→
or

gjc

←−} (defined in Section 4). The complex Kic is called the core of the complex Ki and we
call the sequence Z c the core sequence of Z. We show that one can compute the persistent
homology (PH) of the sequence Z by computing the PH of the core sequence Z c , which is of
much smaller size.
We call a vertex v of a simplicial complex K a dominated vertex, if its link in K is a
join of a vertex v 0 of K and a subcomplex L of K, i.e a simplicial cone. We remove such v
from K by removing all the simplices of K that contained v. Removal of such a vertex v is
called an elementary strong collapse ( see Fig 1 ) and a sequence of elementary strong
collapses is called a strong collapse. Strong collapse preserves the homotopy type of the
complex. We use this notion of strong collapse to reduce the size of simplicial sequences and
to speed up the persistence computation.

v

v 0v 0

v 0v 0

Figure 1 Illustration of an elementary strong collapse. In the complex on the left, v is dominated
by v 0 . The link of v is highlighted in red. Removing v leads to the complex on the right.

Our method has some similarity with the work of Wilkerson et. al. [2] who also use
strong collapses to reduce PH computation but it differs in three essential aspects: it is not
limited to filtrations (i.e. sequences of nested simplicial subcomplexes) but works for other
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X
PDF
PDT

1-sphere
0.65
0.060

2-Annulus
174.18
0.178

dragon
69.92
0.553

netw-sc
243.86
0.097

senate
24.92
0.068

eleg
10.87
0.165

Table 1 The rows are, from top to down: dataset X , PD computation time for the original
filration (PDF), Total PD computation time of the tower (PDT). All times are noted in seconds.
For the first three datasets, we sampled points randomly from the initial datasets and averaged the
results over five trials.

types of sequences like towers and zigzags. It also differs in the way the strong collapses are
computed and in the way PH is computed.
A first central observation is that to strong collapse a simplicial complex K, we only
need to store its maximal simplices (i.e. those simplices that have no coface). The number
of maximal simplices is smaller than the total number of simplices by a factor that is
exponential in the dimension of the complex. It is linear in the number of vertices for a
variety of complexes. Working only with maximal simplices dramatically reduces the time
and space complexities compared to the algorithm of [2]. We prove that the complexity of
our algorithm is O(v 2 dΓ0 + m2 Γ0 d). Here d is the dimension of the complex, v is the number
of vertices, m is the number of maximal simplices and Γ0 is an upper bound on the number
of maximal simplices incident to a vertex. Γ0 is a small fraction of the number of maximal
simplices.
All PH algorithms take as input a full representation of the complexes and their complexity
is polynomial in the total number of simplices of the complexes. We thus have to convert the
representation by maximal simplices used for the strong collapses into a full representation of
the complexes, which takes exponential time in the dimension (of the collapsed complexes).
This exponential burden is to be expected since it is known that computing PH is NP-hard
when the complexes are represented by their maximal faces. Nevertheless, we demonstrate in
this paper that strong collapses combined with known persistence algorithms lead to major
improvements over previous methods to compute the PH of a sequence. This is due in part
to the fact that strong collapses reduce the size of the complexes on which persistence is
computed. It is also due to other facts
– The collapses of the complexes in the sequence can be done independently and in
parallel. This is due to the fact that strong collapses can be associated to simplicial maps
unlike simple collapses.
– The size of the complexes in a sequence do not grow by much in terms of maximal
simplices, as observed in many practical cases. As a consequence, the time to collapse the
i-th simplicial complex Ki in the sequence is almost independent of i. For filtrations, this is
a neat advantage over methods that use a full representation of the complexes and suffer an
increasing cost as i increases.
As a result, our approach is extremely fast and memory efficient in practice as demonstrated by numerous experiments on publicly available data sets. For experiments described
in Table 1, we used filtrations of the Rips complex with varying scale parameter to run our
experiments. We will describe them in details in the full version of the abstract.
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Motivation Algorithms for persistent homology have been successfully optimized, leading to
major speed-ups in practice and to the use of topological methods in applied sciences. Zigzag
persistence is a generalization of persistent homology with promising theoretical properties.
However, persistence optimizations do not seem to adapt to existing implementations [1, 3]
of zigzag persistence, hence resulting in a substantial gap in practical performance between
the two methods. Indeed, computing zigzag persistence requires one to store a full set of
m (co)chains when maintaining the (co)homology of a complex of size m, whereas standard
persistence only needs a much smaller subset of (co)chains, allowing optimization techniques
such as matrix compression or reduction shortcuts. It is consequently natural to consider
optimizations at the level of the complex, as opposed to optimizations at the level of the
(co)homology matrix. Discrete Morse theory [2] is a combinatorial method that reduces a
complex to a subset of critical cells defining its (co)homology, and which has been studied
for computing persistent homology [4]. The objective of this work is to use discrete Morse
theory in order to improve zigzag persistence computation as well.
Zigzag Filtration and Persistent Homology A filtration is a sequence of nested complexes
K0 → K1 → ... → Km , where arrows represent inclusion maps.
In a zigzag filtration, we also allow deletion of simplices in the sequence, i.e. inclusion
map arrows going backward. Therefore we represent a zigzag filtration as follows: K0 ↔
K1 ↔ ... ↔ Km , where ↔ is either an arrow going forward or going backward. If we apply
the homology functor H(·, F), for a fixed field F, to a zigzag filtration, we obtain a persistence
module, which can uniquely be decomposed into the direct sum ⊕si=1 Ibi ,di , with the intervals
0

0

0

id

id

0

0

0

Ib,d , b ≤ d, of the form: 0
→ .{z
.. ←
→ 0} ←
→ |F ←
→ .{z
.. ←
→ F} ←
→ 0| ←
→ .{z
.. ←
→ 0} . The aim of the
|←
b − 1 times

d − b + 1 times

m − d times

persistence algorithm is to compute this set of pairs (bi , di ), called the persistence barcode.
Morse Complex Given a standard filtration F = K0 → K1 → ... → Km . The algorithm
of Mischaikow and Nanda [4] partitions each Ki into three subsets of simplices Ai , Qi and
Ki , such that the filtered Morse complex A0 → A1 → ... → Am , defined on the Ai with the
e is a filtration with the same barcode as F. The proof relies on
appropriate boundary map ∂,
standard algebraic topology methods which nicely adapt to the filtration case, such as chain
equivalences. The simplices in Qi and Ki form pairs (τ, σ) ∈ Qi × Ki , where τ is facet of σ,
of "disposable" simplices, not essential in the generation of the homology groups. In practice,
efficient heuristics allow us to compute a large number of those pairs, resulting in a rather
small Morse complex.
Morse Complexes in Zigzag Persistence Removal of simplices is the major difference in
zigzag filtrations. Compared to the non zigzag case, we can have the following operation:
Σ
Ki ←
− Ki+1 , where Σ is the set of removed simplices. This poses two major questions: how
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do we update the partition A t Q t K defining the Morse complex, and how do we update
the homology basis such that it remains coherent with the whole filtration?
First, we update the Morse complex under the removal of a maximal face σ ∈ Σ. We know
that σ has no coface, thus σ ∈ Ai t Ki . If σ ∈ Ai is critical, the partition (Ai \ {σ}) t Qi t Ki
is a valid Morse partition for the complex Ki \ {σ}. If σ ∈ Ki , then it is paired with a
simplex τ ∈ Qi , and we distinguish two cases: either τ ∈ Σ, or not. In the first case,
both can be simply removed respectively from Ki and Qi , leading to a Morse partition
Ai t (Qi \ {τ }) t (Ki \ {σ}) for the complex Ki \ {τ, σ}. In the second case, τ can represent
homological information and thus has to be transferred from Qi to Ai , leading to the Morse
partition (Ai ∪{τ })t(Qi \{τ })t(Ki \{σ}) of Ki \{σ}. It is important to notice that removing
e Also note that, perhaps counter-intuitively, removing
faces in QtK affects the definition of ∂.
a face from the complex may induce A to grow ; unlike the case of standard persistence, we
may have neither Ai+1 ⊆ Ai nor Ai ⊆ Ai+1 .
Second, we consider the update of the (co)homology basis, defined on the critical faces
e of the Morse complex. The interesting case is when we have to remove a simplex
(Ai , ∂)
e
σ ∈ K, but not its paired face τ ∈ Q. Removing (τ, σ) from the matching will impact ∂,
which would not have been the case if τ ∈ Σ, and will temporarily make them both critical.
Therefore the (co)homology basis requires an update from two levels: one from the new
boundary operator and one from the addition of σ and τ in Ai followed by the removal of σ.
Both are directly related and executed at the same time.
Let n be the number of simplices added and removed in a zigzag filtration and |K|
the maximal number of simplices in any complex. Thanks to this approach, we obtain
an algorithm to compute zigzag persistence whose complexity is reduced from O(n|K|2 )
to O(n(|A|2 + c)), where |A| is the maximal size of any Morse complex and c is the time
complexity for computing and updating a Morse matching. In practice, |A| is usually much
smaller than |K|, and there exist very fast heuristics to compute and update Morse matchings,
such that c is a small constant in practice.
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Introduction

Mapper is one of the main tools in topological data analysis (TDA) and visualization used
for the study of multivariate data [3]. It takes as input a multivariate function and produces
a summary of high-dimensional data using a cover of the range space of the function. For a
given cover, such a summary converts the mapping into a simplicial complex suitable for
data exploration.
In this abstract, we take a constructive viewpoint of a multivariate function f : X → Rd
and consider it as a vector of continuous, real-valued functions defined on a shared domain,
f = (f1 , f2 , · · · , fd ), fi : X → R, where each fi (referred to as a filter function) gives rise
to a 1-dimensional mapper construction. We investigate a method for stitching a pair of
mappers together and study a topological notion of information gain from such a process.
In particular, we aim to assign a measure that captures information about how each filter
function contributes to the topological complexity of the stitched result, and how the two
filter functions are topologically correlated.
We are inspired by the ideas of stepwise regression for model selection and of scatterplot
matrices for visualization. For a set of variables x1 , x2 , . . . , xd , stepwise regression iteratively
incorporates variables into a regression model based on some criterion. A measure of
topological information gain can be used as a criterion for choosing filter functions, and
to construct a single best mapper. The scatterplot matrix shows all pairwise scatterplots
of the set of variables on a single d × d matrix. We introduce a topological analogue of
the scatterplot matrix for a set of filter functions f1 , f2 , . . . , fd , and study the degree of
topological correlation between filter functions.
We define a composition (or stitching) operation for mappers (Definition 1) and show its
equivalence to the standard construction (Theorem 2). We end by describing our ongoing
effort in studying a topological notion of information gain and correlation between filter
functions.

2

Preliminary Results

Given a space X, a function f : X → Rd , and a cover U = {Ui } of f (X), we define the pullback
cover f ∗ (U) as the cover obtained by decomposing each f −1 (Ui ) into its path-connected
i
components Ui = ∪kj=1
Vij . Mapper is then a simplicial complex defined as the nerve of this
pullback cover M (f, U) := Nrv(f ∗ (U)).
I Definition 1 (Composition). Given f, g : X → R and covers of their images, U = {Ui }, V =
{Vj }, we construct a composed cover W of X from f ∗ (U) and g ∗ (V) by taking the connected

1
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components of the following set, where u ∈ f ∗ (U), v ∈ g ∗ (V) are path-connected cover
elements of X,
{u ∩ v | ∀u ∈ f ∗ (U), ∀v ∈ g ∗ (V), u ∩ v 6= ∅}.
We define the composed mapper as the nerve of this cover W,
S(M (f, U), M (g, V)) := Nrv(W).
Under certain assumptions, this composition S is equivalent to the classical method of
constructing mappers from a pair of filter functions, as described by Theorem 2.
I Theorem 2. If f and g are continuous real-valued functions, Ui , Vj , and Ui ×Vj are simply
connected for all i, j, then S(M (f, U), M (g, V)) = M ((f, g), U × V), the mapper constructed
in the traditional manner.
Proof sketch. The proof follows directly from properties of continuous functions and connected sets. We provide a sketch here. Starting with the two covers associated with the two
1-dimensional mappers, U for f and V for g, we can show that the defined set W and the
cover obtained from the traditional mapper construction are equivalent. Taking the nerve of
each, we can conclude that the resulting mapper are equivalent as well.
J
Furthermore, we give an algorithm that illustrates how the composition can be considerably
simplified by directly incorporating simplex information from each of the two input mappers.
The algorithm that combines (or stitches) two mappers together works by tracking vertices
(i.e. representatives of the pull back cover elements as a result of the Nrv operation) of the
first mapper in a breadth first search fashion, and combining them with vertices of the second
mapper. The simplices in both mappers provide hints about which possible simplices could
be in the composition. Using this information to avoid many explicit intersection checks,
we can considerably simplify and speedup the composition process. While some simplicies
from each 1-dimensional mapper can be added directly to the composition (the stitch step),
others require explicitly checking the nerve condition in the mapper construction (the fix
step).

3

Discussion

As part of our ongoing research, we propose measures of information gain (i.e., the increase
in topological complexity) from the composition process as well as topological correlations
between pairs of filter functions. By tracking the stitch and fix steps of the construction
process, it is possible to quantify the relationship between filter functions.
With such measures in hand, we return to our topological analogues of the stepwise
regression [1] and scatter plot matrix [2], which help to navigate topological relationships
among multiple filter functions. A method for stepwise stitching would produce a mapper
with optimal topological information by iteratively building a multi-dimensional mapper
from topologically independent filter functions. A topological scatter plot matrix can reveal
information about the filter functions such as topological dependencies and outliers by
providing a visualization of the most information rich filter functions.
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Prostate cancer is one of the most commonly diagnosed cancers. Diagnosis involves
several factors, including analysis of 2D cross-sections of prostate tissue needle core biopsies.
In such biopsies, glands appear as loops defined by the nuclei of cells defining the gland.
As cancer progresses, glands often transform from circular to finger-like to unstructured, as
molecules that keep the glands together are no longer sufficiently expressed in cancerous cells.
Currently, the severity of cancer (and thus, treatment recommendations) is determined using
the Gleason grading system, a visual analysis that compares biopsy features to a standard set
of patterns in gland size, shape, and organization, and assigns regions of biopsies grades from
1 to 5 [4]. In particular, pathologists analyze the appearance the tubelike glands of such cross
sections. Typically, a less cancerous prostate has fairly circular tubelike glands, whereas a
more cancerous prostate has less uniformly circular glands; see Figure 1 for examples.
Although the Gleason grading system is certainly helpful to patients and doctors, its
qualitative nature has the potential to lead to inconsistencies in scores given to biopsies [2] [5].
Such inconsistencies motivate the goal of quantifying gland curvature to aid in developing a
more consistent method of classifying prostate cancer. In this paper, we propose a method
to describe the shape of glands using curvature.

Figure 1 Example of stained cross sections of needle core biopsies of prostate tissue. The dark
purple dots correspond to nuclei and outline each tubular gland. The example on the left contains
fairly uniformly curved tubular glands, and would not be classified as severely cancerous. The
example on the right shows a more cancerous sample; note that glands are beginning to lose their
loop-like structure, and instead form sheets of cells. Our methods are particularly applicable to
glands which still retain a clear loop structure.
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Methods We focus on studying the curvature of glands. To use this in practice, we would
need to take the following steps: (1) extract nuclei defining a single gland; (2) order the
nuclei in a counter-clockwise loop around the gland; (3) define curvature for a discretized
curve. We focus on step (3). We defer step (1) to the full paper and use the CRUST
algorithm [1] for step (2).
For a smooth curve C embedded in R2 , the extrinsic curvature at a point x ∈ C is
equal to 1/r, where r is the radius of the circle that best approximates C at x [6]; the total
curvature of a piecewise linear curve can be captured by turning angles [7]. We emulate the
definition of curvature given above for smooth curves to estimate the curvature of prostate
gland cross sections. For each nuclei ni , we estimate the curvature by finding the best fitting
circle containing ni along with m neighbors on each side. Note that since a circle is defined
by a minimum of three points, we require m ≥ 1. Since we used the CRUST algorithm to
find an ordering of our nuclei around a gland, these are the m nuclei before ni and m nuclei
after ni . (If the number of nuclei is less than 2m + 1, then we have duplicates in this set).
Doing this for each nucleus, we obtain a distribution of local curvature estimates.
Experimental Results To test our method, we computed curvature distributions on simulated glands [3] for three different aggression levels; see Figure 2. As expected, preliminary
results on simulated glands indicate that more cancerous glands tend to have higher variation
in estimated local curvature than less cancerous glands.

Figure 2 Curvature distributions for three simulated glands. The magenta dots in the top row
are a simulation of the position of nuclei in glands. The best fitting circle for each nuclei using m
neighbors on each side is shown (we used m = 2). Curvature at a nuclei is then estimated as the
reciprocal such a circle, the corresponding histogram of which is shown on the bottom row.

Continued Research and Acknowledgements The next step is to study how the curvature
distribution varies with Gleason grade and cancer severity for human biopsy data, which
will ultimately be used in automated histology slide analysis.
The authors would like to thank Sawyer Payne for his work in developing gland simulation. Deidentified images in Figure 1 were obtained at Tulane University under an Institutional Review Board approved protocol.
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Abstract
We consider the maximum clique problem on disk sets. Given a set D of disks on the Euclidean
plane, a maximum clique is a subset Q ⊆ D where every pair x, y ∈ Q mutually intersect. Finding
a maximum clique in a given disk set is polynomial time if the disks are unit disks, [4], but it
is still an open problem even for disks with two different radii, [3], and naturally for the general
case [1, 5]. We show that, if the disks are in a convex position, i.e., if every disk in D intersects
the boundary of the convex hull of D, then a clique in that set can be pierced by two points.
This finding leads to a polynomial time algorithm via Kőnig’s theorem, since the complement of
this disk set indicates a bipartite graph.
We write “a point pierces a disk” if the mentioned disk contains that point. If two disks
intersect, and their common intersection region is intersected by no other disks, then that region
is referred to as a lens. We refer to a common intersection region among multiple disks as a
cell. If a given cell is not intersected by any disk, then it is a minimal cell. When three disks i,
j, and k are mutually intersecting, and their lenses are mutually disjoint, we say i, j and k are
intersecting privately. If there are no triplets that intersect privately, then up to Helly property,
the clique can be pierced by a single point [2].
Suppose that three disks, i, j, k, are intersecting privately. There exists an empty region
enclosed by these three disks and also not contained in any of the three disks. We call this
region a concave triangle, and denote it by ∆(i, j, k). We name the corners of a concave triangle
as the inner intersection points The remaining points are the outer intersection points. The
inner intersection points are denoted by dots, and the outer intersection points are denoted by
rectangles in Figure 1a.

j

i

∆(i, j, k)
k
(a) Three privately intersecting disks,
their intersection points, and the concave triangle in the middle.

(b) A clique of six triangles that cannot be
pierced by two points; because every pair of triangles with the same color is involved in two
private intersections with a pair of another color.

Figure 1 (a) intersection points (b) a clique of six triangles
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I Theorem 1 (Main theorem). If a set of pairwise intersecting disks are in a convex position,
then they can be pierced by two points.
To prove Theorem 1, we consider the concave triangle with the maximum area.
I Lemma 2. Given three disks i, j, k ∈ Q where the concave triangle ∆(i, j, k) has maximum
area, every other disk d ∈ Q contains at least one of the inner intersection points obtained by the
intersections of the disks i, j and k.
Let Q be the maximum clique of a disk graph, and let i, j, k ∈ Q be three privately intersecting
disks that form a concave triangle with maximum area. We call these disks as the main disks,
the lenses between each pair as the main lenses, and the concave triangle with maximum area
as the main triangle.
I Lemma 3. If a disk d contains exactly one inner intersection point, then it contains the
corresponding outer intersection point.
I Corollary 4. Every disk d ∈ Q contains one of the main lenses.
Without loss of generality, let i, j, k be the main disks with centers in clockwise order, and let
A, B and C be the main lenses in clockwise order, beginning from the rightmost main lens. That
is, A is the lens formed by i and j, B is the lens formed by j and k, and C is the lens formed by i
and k. If there are no three disks except the main disks intersect privately, then we can pick the
two piercing points as follows. Considering three minimal cells inside each main lens, pick any
point in one of them, and any point in another.
For the other case, let us define the subsets A, B and C of D. If a disk d contains A, then
d ∈ A. Else if d does not contain A but contains B, then d ∈ B. Else if d does contain neither
A nor B but contains C, then d ∈ C. Furthermore, we define three subsets for each of these sets
using the following naming convention. If a disk d ∈ A intersects B, then d ∈ AB . Else if d ∈ A
does not intersect B but intersects C, then d ∈ AC . Else if d ∈ A does intersect neither of B or
C, then d ∈ A0 .
In the following lemma we identify a crucial property which is very unique to disks. See
Figure 1b for a (counter)example with convex sets in place of disks.
I Lemma 5. Consider three pairs (a, b), (u, v) and (x, y) of disks in Q where the disks in each
pair intersect. Suppose that (a ∩ u) ∩ (b ∩ u) = ∅, and (a ∩ v) ∩ (b ∩ v) = ∅. Also suppose that
(u∩x)∩(v ∩x) = ∅, and (u∩y)∩(v ∩y) = ∅. Then either (x∩a)∩(y ∩a) 6= ∅ or (x∩b)∩(y ∩b) 6= ∅
holds.
Let φ and ψ be two piercing points. We pick φ inside a minimal cell in one of the main lenses,
say A. Then, by Corollary 4, φ pierces the disks in A ∪ BA ∪ CA ∪ i ∪ j, and thus it remains
to show that all disks in B 0 ∪ BC ∪ C 0 ∪ CB ∪ k have a common intersection region. To show
this, we first show that φ pierces all the private intersections in A. Suppose b1 , b2 , . . . , bm ∈ B
have private intersections with c1 , c2 , . . . , cp ∈ C inside the lens A. Without loss of generality,
let no pair of b1 , . . . , bm have intersection inside A. That is, they create “bulges” from one side,
and every c1 , . . . , cp intersects these bulges from the other side. When we pierce the minimal cell
inside A, we also pierce the disks c1 , . . . , cp .
For the remaining disks, they cannot intersect outside of k because B 0 intersects i and C 0
intersects j, and thus have a part of their lens in k. By definition, BC intersects i only at C, and
CB intersects j only at B. This causes them to intersect all the disks in B 0 and C 0 inside k. As
a result, ψ is a point in the minimal cell inside k.
I Corollary 6. Given a set of disks in convex position, the maximum clique problem on that set
can be computed in polynomial time.
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Many hard graph problems that seem to require 2Ω(n) time on general graphs, where
n is the number of vertices, can be solved in subexponential
time on planar graphs. In
√
O( n)
particular, many of these problems can be solved in 2
time on planar graphs, e.g.
Independent Set, Dominating Set, and Hamiltonian Cycle. This so-called square-root
phenomenon [14] is a consequence of the planar separator theorem [12, 13] and treewidthbased algorithms [6]. These methods give a general framework to obtain subexponential
algorithms on planar graphs or, more generally, on H-minor free graphs. It builds heavily on
√
the fact that H-minor free graphs have treewidth O( n) and, hence, admit a separator of
√
size O( n). A similar line of work is emerging in the area of geometric intersection graphs,
with running times that have O(n1−1/d ) in the exponent in the d-dimensional case [16, 17],
where d ≥ 2. Our goal is to establish a framework for a wide class of geometric intersection
graphs that is similar to the framework known for planar graphs.
The intersection graph G[F ] of a set F of objects in Rd is the graph whose vertex set
is F and in which two vertices are connected when the corresponding objects intersect.
(Unit-)disk graphs, where F consists of (unit) disks in the plane are a widely studied class of
intersection graphs. They form a natural generalization of planar graphs, since any planar
graph can be realized as the intersection graph of a set of disks in the plane. In this paper
we consider intersection graphs of a set F of fat objects, where we call an object o ⊆ Rd is
α-fat, for some 0 < α 6 1 if there are balls Bin and Bout in Rd such that Bin ⊆ o √
⊆ Bout
and radius(Bin )/ radius(Bout ) > α. For example, disks are 1-fat and squares are (1/ 2)-fat.
From now on we assume that α is an absolute constant, and often simply speak of fat objects.
Note that we do not require the objects in F to be convex, or even connected. Thus our
definition is very general. In particular, it does not imply that F has near-linear union
complexity, as is the case for so-called locally-fat objects [2]. In most of our results we
furthermore assume that the objects in F are similarly sized, meaning that the ratio of
their diameters is bounded by a fixed constant. Several important graph problems have
∗
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been investigated for (unit-)disk graphs or other types of intersection graphs [1, 3, 8, 9, 16].
However, an overarching framework that helps designing subexponential algorithms has
remained elusive. A major goal of our work is to give a framework that can even be applied
when the ply (the maximum number of objects intersecting in any fixed point) is unbounded.
Our contribution. As mentioned, many subexponential results for planar graphs rely on
planar separators. Our first contribution is a generalization of this result to intersection
graphs of (arbitrarily-sized) fat objects in Rd . Since these graphs can have large cliques
we cannot bound the number of vertices in the separator. Instead, we build a separator
consisting of cliques. We then define a weight function γ on these cliques—in our applications
it suffices to define the weight of a clique C as γ(|C|) := log(|C| + 1). We define the weight
of a separator as the sum of the weights of its constituent cliques Ci , which
Pis useful since
O(
γ(|Ci |))
i
for many problems a separator can intersect the solution vertex set in 2
many
ways. The theorem states that given a set of fat objects in some fixed constant dimension
d, a clique decomposition and separator of weight O(n1−1/d ) exists, and it can be found in
polynomial time if the objects are “nice”. A direct application of our separator theorem is a
1−1/d
)
2O(n
algorithm for Independent Set. For general fat objects, only the 2-dimensional
case was known to have such an algorithm [15].
After proving the weighted separator theorem for arbitrarily-sized fat objects, we switch
to similarly-sized objects. A desirable property of algorithms for geometric graphs is that
they are robust, meaning that they can work directly on the graph without knowledge of
the underlying geometry. Most of the known algorithms are in fact non-robust, which could
be a problem in applications, since finding a geometric representation of a given geometric
intersection graph is NP-hard [5] (and many recognition problems for geometric graphs
are ER-complete [11]). One of the advantages of our framework is that it yields robust
algorithms for many problems. Here the idea is as follows: We find a certain partition P of
the intersection graph G, with the property that each class is connected and the the union of
κ = O(1) cliques (such partitions are called κ-partitions). We contract each class to a single
vertex, and then work with the contracted graph GP where the node corresponding to a
class C gets weight γ(|C|). We show that such a partition can be found efficiently without
knowing the set F defining the given intersection graph.
I Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) be the intersection graph of an (unknown) set of n similarlysized α-fat objects in Rd , and let γ be a weight function such that 1 6 γ(t) = O(t1−1/d−ε ),
for constants d > 2, α > 0, and ε > 0. Then there exist constants κ and ∆ such that there is
a κ-partition P with the following properties: (i) GP has maximum degree at most ∆, and
(ii) GP has weighted treewidth O(n1−1/d ). Moreover, such a partition P and a corresponding
1−1/d
)
weighted tree decomposition of width O(n1−1/d ) can be computed in 2O(n
time.
Furthermore, we show that our approach can be combined with the rank-based approach [4],
a technique to speed up algorithms for connectivity problems. Thus we obtain a framework
1−1/d
)
that gives 2O(n
-time algorithms for intersection graphs of similarly-sized fat objects for
many problems for which treewidth-based algorithms are known. Our framework recovers and
often slightly improves the best known results for several problems, including Independent
Set, Hamiltonian Cycle and Feedback Vertex Set. Our framework also gives the
first subexponential algorithms in geometric intersection graphs for, among other problems,
r-Dominating Set for constant r, Steiner Tree and Connected Dominating Set. We
obtain robust algorithms for many of the problems mentioned above, in contrast to known
results which almost all need the underlying set F as input. Note that we have matching
upper and lower bounds, so we show that the best possible running time for these problems
1−1/d
)
is 2Θ(n
, unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis [10] fails.
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Abstract
Mass partition theorems have been extensively studied in recent decades. Conical partitions have
been mainly considered in the planar case [1, 2, 4], but some higher dimensional results have been
obtained by Vrećica and Živaljević [5] and Makeev [3].
The proof of mass partition theorems usually follows the configuration space/test map procedure or some degree theoretic method, both of which heavily rely on topological results. This
is especially true for results in higher dimensions, where our combinatorial tools are limited. We
show a completely combinatorial proof for a discrete version of a theorem of Vrećica and Živaljević
[5] concerning conical partitions.
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1

Introduction

A pointed simplex is a pair consisting of a nondegenerate simplex in Rd and a point in its
interior. For a simplex ∆ = conv(a0 , a1 , . . . , ad ) that contains 0 in its interior let (∆, a)
denote the pointed simplex ∆ + a with a chosen as the interior point. Let Ri (∆, a) be
the cone with apex at a and generating vectors (a0 , . . . , ai−1 , ai+1 , . . . , ad ). In other words,
Ri (∆, a) is the cone that is spanned by the i-th face of the simplex ∆ and translated to have
apex at a. The dissection of Rd into cones R0 (∆, a), . . . , Rd (∆, a) is a radial (∆, a)-dissection
and denoted by R(∆,a) .
Let S be a set of n points in Rd and let α = (k0 , k1 , . . . , kd ) be a nonnegative integer
vector such that k0 + k1 + · · · + kd = n. Then R(∆,a) is called an α-partition if
|S ∩ int(Ri (∆, a))| = ki ,

i = 0, 1, . . . , d

We show that any α-partition can be realized by a suitable translate of any given pointed
simplex.
I Theorem 1. Let S be a set of n points in Rd and let α = (k0 , k1 , . . . , kd ) be a nonnegative
integer vector such that k0 + k1 + · · · + kd = n. Let (∆, 0) be a pointed simplex such that S is
in general position with respect to ∆. Then there exists a vector v ∈ Rd such that the radial
dissection R(∆,v) is an α-partition of S.
Here general position with respect to ∆ means that certain finitely many affine subspaces
that depend on ∆ and S don’t admit any nontrivial intersection.
Vrećica and Živaljević considered α-partitions for admissible measures. Theorem 1 can
be viewed as a discrete version of Theorem 2.4 in [5]. Their proof follows the ideas of the
Brouwer fixed-point theorem and they argue that the configuration space/test map procedure
cannot be applied to this theorem. We give an elementary proof of Theorem 1, which we
outline here.
1
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k0 = 2

k1 = 1

k2 = 3
Figure 1

Notice that p ∈ Ri (∆, q) if and only if q ∈ Ri (−∆, p). So it is useful to consider the
dissection of Rd into regions by the cones Ri (−∆, p) (i = 0, 1, . . . , d, p ∈ S). Clearly two
dissection R(∆,v1 ) and R(∆,v2 ) induce the same partition of S if and only if v1 and v2 lie
in the same region. We show something stronger, that two dissection R(∆,v1 ) and R(∆,v2 )
partition S to subsets of the same size if and only if v1 and v2 lie in the same region.
Hence it is enough to show that there are as many regions as possible α vectors.
An α

vector contains d + 1 nonnegative integers that sum up to n, so there are n+d
of
them.
d
Therefore Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following statement.
I Theorem 2. Let S be a set of n points in Rd and let (∆, 0) be a pointed simplex such that
S is in general position
with respect to ∆. Then the cones Ri (−∆, p) (i = 0, . . . , d, p ∈ S)

n+d
d
dissect R into d regions.
We prove Theorem 1 and 2 together using induction on d. Since they are equivalent for
each d and n we can interchangeably prove one of them from the lower dimensional cases.
When we show Theorem 2 we use the following idea.
To count the regions we can pick an appropriate direction v as upward direction and
consider the highest point in each region.
Some regions don’t have a highest point, we show

by induction that there are n+d−1
of
these.
The rest of the regions are in one to one
d−1
correspondence with their highest point, hence it is enough to count the points that appear

as highest point of someregion. We
will see
that the number of these points is n+d−1
,
d


n+d−1
n+d
therefore we have n+d−1
+
=
regions.
J
d−1
d
d
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Introduction

Let R = {r1 , . . . , rn } be a set of n regions in the plane. We say that a set of points Q is a
partial transversal of R if there exists an injective map f : Q → R such that q ∈ f (q) for
all q ∈ Q. For reasons of brevity we refer to partial transversals simply as “transversals”
in the following. A transversal Q of R is convex if Q is in convex position. We say that
Q = {v1 , . . . , vk } is an upper transversal of R if the chain v1 , . . . , vk is x-monotone, convex
and unimodal. In this paper, we study the problem of finding a convex partial transversal Q
of a given cardinality |Q| = k in a given set of regions R.
This paper is an extension of the publications by Arkin et al. [1] and Schlipf [2]. We
were able to prove that the optimization problem, where we try to find the transversal of
maximum cardinality, is NP-hard even when the regions in R do not intersect. Similarly, it is
NP-hard to determine a maximal convex transversal when R contains 3-oriented intersecting
segments. For parallel segments we can determine a maximal upper convex transversal in
O(n2 ) time and a maximal convex transversal in O(n6 ) time.

2

Parallel disjoint line segments

We restrict R to a set of parallel line segments. We first search for an upper convex transversal.
I Lemma 1. If there exists an upper convex transversal of R that visits k regions, then there
exists an upper convex transversal that visits the same regions, and that has the left- and
rightmost vertex, and all strictly convex vertices, on the bottom endpoints of the regions in R.
We can therefore use a dynamic program to find the maximal upper convex transversal
by processing the lower endpoints from left to right. For each lower endpoint v we determine
for each previous lower endpoint u the size s(u, v) of the maximal convex upper transversal
that ends with u and v. The value of s(u, v) is the sum of the number of regions intersected
by the segment uv and the largest s(x, u) over all x left of u that are below the line uv. This
gives us an O(n2 ) algorithm for determining the maximal upper convex transversal ending
in v. We can reduce this to linear time using the point-line duality and by processing the
vertices to the left of v in radially sorted order. This lets us determine the maximal upper
convex transversal in O(n2 ) time. As we show in the full version, this approach can be
adapted to work for the maximal convex transversal.
I Theorem 2. Let R be a set of parallel line segments. We can compute the maximal upper
convex transversal Q of R in O(n2 ) time and the maximal convex transversal in O(n6 ) time.
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Figure 1 The construction for the Max-2-SAT reduction. Each chain represents one variable.
There is a gadget at each bounce of a chain and a clause gadget at the areas marked in orange.

3

3-oriented intersecting segments

I Theorem 3. Let R be a set of segments that have three different orientations. The problem
of finding the maximal convex transversal Q of R is NP-hard.
We take an instance of Max-2-SAT (V, C), where V is the set of variables and C is the
set of clauses. We take an axis-aligned 1 by |C| rectangle. For each variable v we create a
chain cv of diagonal segments bouncing inside the rectangle, as shown in Figure 1, such that
the chains are close to each other. For each clause x ∨ y we create two vertical segments sx
and sy close together, where sv has its lower endpoint on one of the bounces of the chain
cv . The set of regions R contains the segments of the chains, the clause segments and the
gadgets described below.
Let Q be a convex transversal of R, v be a variable and s be a segment within the chain cv .
For the point q ∈ Q with f (q) = s, q is either the left or right endpoint of s. This determines
the state of the variable (true/false). We construct gadgets at each bounce of a chain such
that the chain has the same state everywhere. We then construct a clause gadget such that the
convex transversal contains one more point if at least one of the chains is in the correct state.

4

Non-intersecting non-convex regions

I Theorem 4. Finding the largest convex k-gon in disjoint non-convex regions is NP-hard.
We reduce from Monotone Planar 3-SAT using the
construction seen in Figure 2. Intuitively, we wrap the
planar embedding of the 3-SAT instance around in a circle.
The regions in our input are the vertices shared by the
dotted and dashed polygons in the figure and the red
regions representing the clauses. We need to place the
regions such that there is no convex path between two
subsequent vertices that intersect regions on both the
“true” and “false” side. For n variables and m clauses, our
3-SAT instance is satisfiable if and only if there exists a
convex transversal of cardinality n + m.

z

¬x ∨ ¬y
∨ ¬z

y

x

x∨y∨z

Figure 2 Our construction for
the reduction from Monotone planar 3-SAT to finding the largest
convex k-gon in disjoint non-convex
regions.
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Abstract
For fixed k we prove exponential lower bounds on the equilateral number of subspaces of `n∞ of
codimension k. In particular, we show that if the unit ball of a normed space of dimension n is
a centrally symmetric polytope with at most 4n
3 − o(n) pairs of facets, then it has an equilateral
set of cardinality at least n + 1. Partially solving a problem of Kobos, we also prove that the
equilateral number of subspaces of codimension 2 of `n∞ for n ≥ 9 is at least n − 1.
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1

Introduction and results

Let (X, k · k) be a normed space. A set S ⊆ X is called c-equilateral if kx − yk = c for all
distinct x, y ∈ S. S is called equilateral if it is c-equilateral for some c > 0. The equilateral
number e(X) of X is the cardinality of the largest equilateral set of X. Petty [4] made the
following conjecture regarding lower bounds on e(X).
I Conjecture 1 (Petty[4]). For all normed spaces X of dimension n, e(X) ≥ n + 1.
Conjecture 1, except for some special class of norms, is still open for n ≥ 5, with the best
√
general lower bound e(X) ≥ exp(Ω( log n)), proved by Swanepoel and Villa [5].
The norm k · k∞ of x ∈ Rn is defined as kxk∞ = max1≤i≤n |xi |, and `n∞ denotes the
normed space (Rn , k · k∞ ). In [3] Kobos studied subspaces of `n∞ of codimension 1, and proved
n
the lower bound e(X) ≥ 2b 2 c . He also proposed as a problem to prove Petty’s conjecture for
subspaces of `n∞ of codimension 2. In Theorem 2 we prove exponential lower bounds on the
equilateral number of k-codimensional subspaces of `n∞ . This, in particular, solves Kobos’
problem if n ≥ 9.
As e(X) is upper semi-continuous on the Banach-Mazur compactum and any convex
polytope can be obtained as a section of a cube of sufficiently large dimension (see for
example Page 72 of Grünbaum’s book [2]), it would be sufficient to prove Conjecture 1
for k-codimensional subspaces of `n∞ for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n. (This was also pointed out in
[3].) Unfortunately, our bounds are only non-trivial if n is sufficiently large compared to k.
However, we deduce an interesting corollary.
I Theorem 2. Let X be a (n−k)-dimensional subspace of `n∞ . Then the following inequalities
hold.

1
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X n − k`
1. e(X) ≥ 1 + maxn k−1
.
1≤`≤ k+1 2
r
1≤r≤l
X n − 2k`
.
2. e(X) ≥ 1 + maxn
1≤`≤ 2k+1
r
1

1≤r≤l

2n−k
.
3. e(X) ≥
(n − k)k
Idea of proof of Theorem 2. For two vectors x, y ∈ X we have kx − yk∞ = c if and only if
the following hold.
There is an 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that |xi − y i | = c.

(1)

|xi − y i | ≤ c for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

(2)

In our constructions of a 1-equilateral set S ⊆ X we split the index set [n] of the coordinates
into two parts [n] = N1 ∪ N2 . In the first part N1 , we choose all the coordinates from the
set {0, 1, −1}, so that for each pair from S there will be an index in N1 for which 1 holds,
and 2 is not violated by any index in N1 . We use the second part of the indices to ensure
that all of the points we choose are indeed in the subspace X. For each vector, this will
lead to a system of linear equations. The main difficulty will be to choose the values of the
coordinates in N1 so that the coordinates in N2 , obtained as a solution to those systems of
linear equations, do not violate 2. Choosing the coordinates in N1 in different ways, will lead
to different constructions with different lower bounds. We remark that the three inequalities
are not redundant, none of them follows from the other two.
J
√

1+ 8n+9
I Corollary 3. Let P an origin-symmetric convex polytope in Rn with at most 4n
=
3 −
6
4n
−
o(n)
pairs
of
facets.
If
X
is
a
n-dimensional
normed
space
with
P
as
a
unit
ball,
then
3
e(X) ≥ n + 1.

We also prove a result regarding extensions of lower bounds to normed spaces that are
close to subspaces of `n∞ according to the Banach-Mazur distance. The proof is based on
using the Brouwer Fixed-Point Theorem, first applied in this context by Brass [1].
I Theorem 4. Let X be an (n − k)-dimensional subspace of `n∞ , and dBM (X, Y ) ≤ 1 +
`
n−2k
2(n−2k−`k−1) for some integer 1 ≤ ` ≤
k . Then e(Y ) ≥ n − k(2 + `).
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Introduction

The closest-pair problem is one of the most fundamental problems in computational geometry
and finds many applications, e.g., collision detection, similarity search, traffic control, etc.
The range closest-pair (RCP) problem, as a range-search version of the classical closest-pair
problem, aims to preprocess a given set S of points into a data structure such that when a
query range X ∈ X is specified (where X is the collection of all possible query ranges, called
query space), the closest-pair in the subset S ∩ X can be reported efficiently. The motivation
for the RCP problem is clear and similar to that of range search: in many situations, one is
interested in local information (i.e., local closest-pairs) inside specified ranges rather than
global information (i.e., global closest-pair) of the dataset.
The RCP problem in R2 has been studied in prior work over the last fifteen years, e.g.,
[1, 2, 3, 4]. The papers [2] and [3] considered the RCP problem for orthogonal queries
(specifically, quadrants, strips, rectangles), while [1] mainly studied the RCP problem for
halfplane query. Very recently, in the authors’ work [4], the RCP problem for these query
types was revisited and many previous results were improved. The best known RCP data
structure for rectangle queries requires O(n log2 n) space and O(log2 n) query time [4].
In this paper, we investigate a new variant of the RCP problem in which the query ranges
are translates of a convex polygon. Formally, let Γ be a fixed convex polygon in R2 called
base range, and LΓ = {q + Γ : q ∈ R2 } be the collection of all Γ -translates. We are interested
in the RCP problem with query space LΓ . Our main result is the following theorem.
I Theorem 1. Let Γ be a fixed convex polygon in R2 . Given a dataset S of n points in
R2 , one can build an O(n)-space data structure on S to answer any RCP query X ∈ LΓ in
O(log n) time, where O(·) hides constants depending on Γ .
We remark that the constants hidden in O(·) in Theorem 1 depends on not only the number
of the vertices of Γ but also some other characteristics of Γ , e.g., its angles, the pairwise
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distances of the vertices, etc. We have not yet found an efficient algorithm to build the data
structure in Theorem 1; we leave this as an open question for future study.
Although we restrict the query ranges to be translates of the base range (which seemingly
makes things easier), the problem is still challenging for several reasons. First, the RCP
problem is a non-decomposable range-search problem in the sense that even if the query
range X can be written as X = X1 ∪ X2 , the closest-pair in S ∩ X cannot be known from
the closest-pairs in S ∩ X1 and S ∩ X2 . The non-decomposability makes many traditional
range-search techniques inapplicable to the RCP problem. Second, the base range Γ to be
considered is a general convex polygon; we do not make any further assumption about Γ .
Finally, we are looking for an optimal data structure (i.e., with linear space and logarithmic
query time), which is usually difficult for RCP-type problems. Only very recently, two
optimal RCP data structures (for quadrant and halfplane queires) were given [4].

2

An overview of our approach

In order to prove Theorem 1, we give a reduction from the RCP problem with Γ -translation
queries to the RCP problem with wedge-translation queries, which is our first technical
contribution. To this end, we first observe that for a decomposable range-search problem
(e.g., range reporting), a Γ -translation query can be reduced to |Γ | wedge-translation queries
by using a grid-based approach (where |Γ | is the number of the vertices of Γ ). Using this
observation, we obtain an optimal range-reporting data structure for Γ -translation queries by
considering the range-reporting problem with wedge-translation queries (for which a simple
optimal data structure can be easily designed). However, unlike range reporting, the RCP
problem is non-decomposable. As such, to obtain a similar reduction requires more work. We
exploit some properties of the closest-pair in a Γ -translate, and eventually show that to prove
Theorem 1, it suffices to design (i) an optimal RCP data structure for wedge-translation
queries and (ii) an optimal range-reporting data structure for Γ -translation queries. We
have already obtained (ii), as mentioned above. Therefore, our task is reduced to designing
(i), i.e., an optimal RCP data structure for wedge-translation queries.
Let W be a fixed wedge in R2 . We need to consider the RCP problem with query space
LW = {q + W : q ∈ R2 }. However, this is still a nontrivial problem. In order to design
an optimal data structure, we prove a combinatorial result claiming that among the O(n2 )
point-pairs in S, only O(n) pairs can be the answers of the RCP queries in LW (we call
them candidate pairs), which is our second technical contribution. Our proof first properly
separates the candidate pairs into two classes according to how they lie in the minimal
W -translates containing them. We then show the linear sizes of the two classes separately by
exploiting different geometric insights, which eventually implies that the total number of the
candidate pairs is linear. With this in hand, to build the data structure becomes easy. We
store all the candidate pairs and use them to construct a planar subdivision D such that
finding the closest candidate pair in an RCP query q + W ∈ LW is equivalent to doing a
point-location for q in D. It is easy to see that the complexity of D is linear in the number of
the candidate pairs, and hence linear in n. Therefore, using an optimal planar point-location
data structure, we obtain an optimal RCP data structure for query space LW . Combining
this with the reduction mentioned above, Theorem 1 is finally proved.
We remark here that some of our techniques might be extended to more general settings
in which the base range Γ is a non-convex polygon or a general convex body. We are still in
process of investigating the RCP problem with translation queries in these settings.
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Abstract
We study Voronoi diagrams of n weighted points in the plane in the maximum norm. We establish
a tight Θ(n2 ) worst-case combinatorial bound for such a Voronoi diagram and introduce an
incremental construction algorithm that allows its computation in O(n2 log n) time.
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1

Introduction and Definition

In 1984 Aurenhammer and Edelsbrunner [1] introduced a worst-case optimal O(n2 ) time
algorithm to compute the Voronoi diagram of n multiplicatively weighted point sites in the
L2 metric. We investigate Voronoi diagrams of multiplicatively weighted point sites in the
L∞ metric. Contrary to the L2 diagram, which consists of circular arcs, the L∞ diagram is
given by a PSGL. There is no obvious way to extend the linear-time half-space intersection
of [1], which relies on a spherical inversion, to our setting, i.e., to scaled unit cubes.
Let S denote a finite set of n weighted points, sites, in R2 and consider a weight function
w : S → R+ assigning a weight w(s) to every site. For the sake of descriptional simplicity
we assume all weights of S to be unique. The weighted L∞ distance dw (p, s) between an
arbitrary point p in R2 and a site s ∈ S is the standard L∞ distance d(p, s) between p and s
divided by the weight of s. For si in S, the (weighted) Voronoi region R(si ) is the set of all
points of the plane that are closer to si than to any other site in S. The multiplicatively
weighted Voronoi Diagram V ∞ (S) is a subdivision of the plane whose faces are given by
(the connected components of) the Voronoi regions of all sites of S. The bisector of two
distinct sites si , sj of S models the set of points that are at the same weighted distance from
si and sj . Let i (t) denote the boundary of an axis-aligned square centered at si with a
side length of 2 · t · w(si ). Let U(t) be the set of all such n unit squares scaled by t and
corresponding weights. Let i (t), j (t) of U(t) and w(si ) < w(sj ). At time t > 0 these two
squares intersect the first time and at time t0 > t j (t) contains i (t) for the first time. The
bisector of si , sj is traced out along j (t) ∩ j (t) between the times t and t0 . A degree-two
vertex, joint, in the bisector occurs whenever at least one vertex of one square crosses a side
of another square. Since this can happen at most once for every vertex-side pair, the bisector
of two sites forms a star-shaped polygon with a constant number of vertices.
Clearly V ∞ (S) is formed by portions of bisectors. Thus V ∞ (S) consists of straight-line
segments and forms a PSLG. It contains Voronoi joints as vertices of degree two, and Voronoi
nodes as vertices of degree higher than two. Note that our distinct-weight assumption
prevents V ∞ (S) from containing unbounded edges: Let si be the site of S with maximum
weight. Then there exists a time ti such that i (t) contains all other squares of U(t) for all
t > ti . Thus, the Voronoi region of si is the only unbounded region.
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2

Combinatorial Complexity of V ∞ (S) and Algorithm

Aurenhammer and Edelsbrunner [1] show that a multiplicatively weighted Voronoi diagram
in the Euclidean metric has Θ(n2 ) faces, edges, and nodes in the worst case. Their example
that illustrates the quadratic worst-case lower bound can be adapted easily to our setting,
hence establishing a quadratic lower bound for V ∞ (S) as well. Their proof of the quadratic
upper bound proof is tightly connected to their setting and does not apply to V ∞ (S).
In the following we sketch how we establish a tight upper bound for V ∞ (S). The basic
idea is that we raise U(t) to R3 by assigning a z-coordinate equal to t to every i (t). Then
U(t), for 0 ≤ t ≤ ∞, forms n upside-down pyramids whose apices lie on the xy-plane and
coincide with their respective site. The slope of such a pyramid depends on the weight: A
larger weight corresponds to smaller slope. Let Ub denote this pyramid arrangement. We can
b
show that V ∞ (S) is the minimization diagram of U.
Now let the sites of S be (re-)numbered such that w(si ) > w(sj ) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
and let Si := {s1 , . . . , si }. Hence, Si contains all i sites of S with largest weights. We now
focus on the combinatorial complexity of V ∞ (S). Suppose that one constructs the Voronoi
region R(si ) and merges it with V ∞ (Si−1 ) to obtain V ∞ (Si ). Similarly, in Ub we can add
the respective pyramids incrementally such that Ubi is the arrangement of all pyramids for
Si . We can show that the newly added pyramid Pi for si intersects at most a linear number
of edges of the lower envelope of Ubi−1 : Since the weight of si is smaller than the weights of
all sites of Si , all pyramids of Ubi−1 have sides with slopes that are smaller than the slope of
the four sides of Pi . Now consider the supporting planes of the four sides of Pi . We look at
the intersection of Ubi−1 and one such plane Π. We show that every pyramid of Ubi−1 forms a
totally defined continuous function in this intersection and that any pair of these functions
has the same value at most twice. This property helps to establish a linear upper bound on
the combinatorial complexity of the lower envelope of Π ∩ Ubi−1 . Since all four such envelopes
imply an overall linear bound we can conclude that inserting the pyramid Pi into Ubi−1 results
in a linear number of edges in R(si ), thus establishing the quadratic upper bound for V ∞ (S).
Next we sketch our incremental construction algorithm. The first site inserted is s1 and
initially R(s1 ) is the xy-plane. In general, R(si ) relative to Si forms a star-shaped polygon
with si in its kernel: As stated above, the bisector of two sites si ,sj , where w(si ) < w(sj ),
forms a star-shaped polygon of constant combinatorial complexity around si . Hence, the
intersection of these i − 1 polygons that model the bisectors between si and all sites of Si−1 is
again a star-shaped polygon with si in its kernel: It is R(si ) relative to Si . We can compute
such a star-shaped polygon in O(n log n) time using a simple divide&conquer approach. As
established above, each such polygon is of at most linear size. Merging V ∞ (Si−1 ) with R(si )
takes O(n log n) time when utilizing a search structure that is at most quadratic in size;
it holds the order of segments that lie on a common line. Finally we delete the edges of
V ∞ (Si−1 ) that lie strictly in the interior of R(si ). Let ki be the number of edges of V ∞ (Si−1 )
P
strictly inside of R(si ). Then K := 0<i≤n ki ⊆ O(n2 ). This claim holds as K can be
bounded by the number of edges created during the incremental construction, which in turn
is bounded by the combinatorial complexity of V ∞ (Si ) which is in Θ(i2 ).
I Theorem 2.1. An incremental construction allows to compute V ∞ (S) of a set S of n
weighted sites in O(n2 log n) time and O(n2 ) space.
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Abstract
The widely known linear time algorithm for computing the maximum area triangle in a convex
polygon was found incorrect recently by Keikha et. al. [7]. We present an alternative algorithm
in this paper. Comparing to the only previously known correct solution [3], ours is much simpler
and more efficient. More importantly, our new approach is powerful in solving related problems.
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1

Introduction

Computing the maximum-area triangles in a convex polygon P is a fundamental problem
in computational geometry, and is of significance because follow-up results (e.g. algorithms
for polygon collision detection) may use it as a preprocessing step. Surprisingly, two widely
known linear time algorithms [4, 2] for computing these triangles were found to be incorrect
recently by Keikha et. al. [7]. Toward a correct linear solution, [7] introduced the 3-stable
triangles, i.e. those triangles whose corners lie at P ’s vertices and which cannot be enlarged
by adjusting one corner. There are O(n) such triangles since they are pairwise interleaving
(see [2, 7]), where n is the number of vertices in P . Yet computing them in O(n) time was left
as an open problem in [7] and has attracted several researchers since then. However, Keikha
later found and pointed us to a correct linear time algorithm of Chandran and Mount [3].
In this abstract, by using a technique which we call Rotate-and-Kill, we present a new linear time algorithm for computing the 3-stable triangles, which has advantages over Chandran
and Mount’s algorithm in every aspect. According to our implementation of both algorithms
(https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jnaqwhTgN4EB6kXXIXqqX1VNl-9Ct6M1), our algorithm is simpler (4 times shorter in code length), more efficient (approximately 30 times
faster), and much more robust (it easily solves the case n = 107 , whereas the previous
algorithm fails even if n = 1000 due to accuracy problems of floats). More interestingly,
our technique extends to solve other polygon inclusion and circumscribing problems. For
example, we adapt it to compute in linear time (i) all the general 3-stable triangles (whose
definition is similar as that of 3-stable triangles, except changing the requirement “lie at P ’s
vertcies” to “lie at P ’s boundary”), (ii) all the minimum-area triangles enclosing P , and (iii)
all the Minimum-area all-Flush Triangles (MFTs) (each side in which must contain an edge
of P ) enclosing P . Note that the last algorithm for computing the MFTs improves over the
state-of-art algorithms [1, 8] by a factor of log n. This algorithm is presented in [6], whereas
the introduction of the Rotate-and-Kill and the other algorithms are presented in [5].
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Notation. Let v1 , . . . , vn be a clockwise enumeration of the vertices of P . When A denotes
a vertex of P , let A − 1, A + 1 respectively denote the clockwise previous and next vertex of A.
←→
Let AB denote the line connecting A, B. We start our algorithm by computing one 3-stable
triangle 4vr vs vt (details omitted due to space limit; see Section 2 in [5]), where vr , vs , vt lie
in clockwise order. Note that each 3-stable triangle has one corner belonging to {vs , . . . , vt }
and has the clockwise next corner belonging to {vt , . . . , vr } (because it interleaves 4vr vs vt ).
Rotate-and-Kill process for computing all 3-stable triangles. Initially, set (B, C) =
←→
(vs , vt ). In each iteration, we first compute A so that A has the largest distance to BC
−−→
among vertices on the right of BC. This only costs amortized O(1) time because the slope
of BC will keep decreasing and so A goes only in clockwise direction. Then, check whether
4ABC is 3-stable and report it if so. Then, proceed to the next iteration by either killing
B (i.e. moving pointer B to its next vertex) or killing C (i.e. moving pointer C to its next
vertex). Whether B or C should be killed is decided according to a particular criterion. The
important thing is that B is killed only when its related pairs (B, C + 1), (B, C + 2), ..., (B, vr )
cannot form an edge of any 3-stable triangle; and C is killed only when its related pairs
(B + 1, C), (B + 2, C), ...(vt , C) cannot form an edge of any 3-stable triangle. This implies that
our algorithm will not miss any 3-stable triangles. We note that such a criterion must exist
according to the fact that all 3-stable triangles are interleaving; see the proof of Observation 5
in [5]; but it would be useless if it is not computational efficient. In fact, to design a linear
time algorithm, the core of our approach lies in designing a good criterion that can be
computed in constant time. Interestingly, as presented below, such a good criterion also
exists! Finally, the Rotate-and-Kill process is terminated when (B, C) reaches (vt , vr ).
1
2
3
4
5

(A, B, C) ← (vr , vs , vt );
repeat
←→
−−→
Let A be the vertex furthest to BC on the right of BC. Output ABC if it is 3-stable;
←→
if A > IB,C in the distance to BC then C ← C + 1; else B ← B + 1;
until (B, C) = (vt , vr );

The criterion is simply “A > IB,C ”, where IB,C is some point that is easy to compute.
Summary. We present a powerful technique for solving both inclusion and circumscribing
extremal polygon problems. This technique is distinct from the well-known Rotating-caliper
technique [9]. Instead, it can be regarded as a corrective version of the wrong technique of
Dobkin and Snyder [4]. Nonsurprisingly, some extra efforts might be necessary in applying
our technique to any specific problem; a typical application is demonstrated in [6] as stated.
The methods of this abstract suggest that more efficient algorithms may exist for some
related problems. In future work, we want to attempt applying our technique to compute
the following extremal polygons: (a) the maximum-area 4-gons (currently best algorithm
works in O(n log n) time); (b) the maximum-perimeter triangles (currently best algorithm
works in O(n log n) time); (c) the maximum equilateral triangle (currently best algorithm
works in O(n2 ) time). Note that the first two types of extremal polygons also admit the
pairwise-interleaving property, which is a prerequisite of applying our technique.
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Abstract
We demonstrate an intriguing application of Delone sets to the approximation of convex bodies.
With the help of Macbeath regions, it is possible to construct an ε-approximation of any convex
body in Rd as the union of O(1/ε(d−1)/2 ) ellipsoids, where the center points of these ellipsoids
form a Delone set in the Hilbert metric defined intrinsically on the convex body. A hierarchy of
such approximations yields a data structure that answers ε-approximate polytope membership
queries in O(log 1/ε) time, matching the best asymptotic results for this problem by a data
structure that is both simpler and arguably more elegant.
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Introduction

Let K denote a full-dimensional convex polytope presented as the intersection of n halfspaces
in Rd , where d is a fixed constant. The objective is to preprocess K so that, given any query
point q ∈ Rd , it is possible to determine efficiently whether q lies within K. In particular,
for ε > 0, an ε-approximate polytope membership (APM) query returns a positive result
if q ∈ K, a negative result if the distance from q to its closest point in K is greater than
ε · diam(K), and it may return either result otherwise. Polytope membership queries arise in
many application areas, such as linear programming, ray-shooting queries, nearest neighbor
searching, collision detection, and machine learning.
Following a series of results, a space-optimal solution in the polylogarithmic query time
regime was presented in [1]. By abandoning grids and quadtrees in favor of a new paradigm
based on ellipsoids derived from Macbeath regions (M-regions) [4], APM queries can be
answered in Od (log 1ε ) time using Od (1/ε(d−1)/2 ) storage (Od hides factors exponential in d).
λ
Given a point x ∈ K, and λ ≥ 0, the λ-scaled M-region at x, denoted MK
(x), is defined
1
as x + λ((K − x) ∩ (x − K)). Namely, MK (x) is the intersection of K with its reflection
λ
about x. It follows that MK
(x) is convex and centrally symmetric about x. Hence, it is
λ
often more convenient to replace MK
(x) with a suitable ellipsoid centered at x.
The approach presented in [1] is based on constructing layers of nested eroded bodies
within K and covering the boundaries of these eroded bodies with ellipsoids that are based on
M-regions. An APM query is answered by shooting a ray from a central point in the polytope
towards the boundary of K, and tracking an ellipsoid at each layer that is intersected by
the ray. While it is asymptotically optimal [1], the data structure and its analysis are
complicated by peculiarities of ray-shooting. In this abstract, we propose a simpler and
more intuitive approach based on Delone sets.
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2

Overview

A key property of M-regions is that if two shrunken M-regions overlap, then an appropriate
expansion of one contains the other [3]. This expansion-containment property bears similarity to packing-covering properties of Delone sets. The connection is elucidated by observing
that M-regions are closely related to the metric balls BH of the Hilbert metric defined on
the convex body [2]. The following is a generalization of the result in [2].



1+λ
λ
(x) ⊆ BH x, 21 ln 1−λ
.
I Lemma 1. ∀x ∈ K and 0 ≤ λ < 1, BH x, 12 ln (1 + λ) ⊆ MK
Hence, M-regions may serve as proxies of intrinsic metric balls. Our constructions involve
expanding K, but the nature of expansion Kδ is flexible. Recall that K is in κ-canonical
form if B( κ2 ) ⊆ K ⊆ B( 12 ), with B a ball centered at 0. The constant packing-covering
scales used to define the Delone set will be denoted by 0 < λp < λc < 1. Consider maximal
λ
sets of disjoint M-regions Mδ p (x) defined with respect to Kδ , such that the centers x lie
within K. Let Xδ denote such a set of centers. When refining to smaller expansions, a
bound on the growth rate in the number of M-regions is crucial. Let Yδ,s (x) denote the set
λ
λc
of points y such that Mδ p (y) are pairwise disjoint and overlap Msδ
(x) for δ ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1.
i
By layering the Delone sets Xδi , with δi = 2 ε, we obtain a DAG structure.
level 3

level 2

level 1

Kδ3

Kδ2

Kδ1

level 0
Kδ0

Figure 1 Hierarchy of Delone sets for APM: packing λp (orange) and coverage λc (transparent).

I Lemma 2. If K is in κ-canonical form, δ ≥ 0 and λp ≤ 1/5, then |Xδ | = Od (1/δ (d−1)/2 ).
I Lemma 3. ∀x ∈ K, δ ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1, |Yδ,s (x)| = Od (1).
Given a query point q ∈ Rd , we start at the root node of the DAG and descend to any
child node associated with some x ∈ K such that q ∈ Mδλic (x) or abort if none exists. If we
reach an M-region Mελc (x) 3 q, then q ∈ Kε . With O(log 1/ε) height and Od (1) branching
factor, the query takes Od (log 1/ε) time while storage is dominated by |Xε |.
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1

Introduction

Geometric networks are graphs whose vertices are points in the d-dimensional Euclidean space
Rd (d ≥ 1) and whose edges are weighted by the Euclidean distance between its endpoints.
We say that a geometric network G = (V, E) is a t-spanner of V 0 ⊆ V for some t ≥ 1 if for
all x, y ∈ V 0 , dG (x, y) ≤ t · d(x, y) holds, where dG (x, y) is the length of the shortest path
between x and y and d(x, y) is the Euclidean distance between x and y. Spanners have been
studied extensively and there are many constructions for spanners with various properties [3].
One such property is the resistance of t against vertex failures. To this end, Bose et al. [1]
introduced the following notion of robustness. Let G = (V, E) be a (geometric) t-spanner for
some t ≥ 1 and let f : N → N be an arbitrary function. Then we say that G is an f (k)-robust
t-spanner if for any subset F of V (k = |F |), there exists a set F ∗ ⊇ F with |F ∗ | ≤ f (k),
such that the subgraph induced by V \F is a t-spanner of V \F ∗ . Intuitively, a spanner is
robust if the removal of a few vertices can only harm a small number of other vertices.
An open problem posed by Bose et al. [1] is the construction of O(k)-robust spanners.
They prove that a lower bound for the size of O(k)-robust spanners on n vertices is Ω(n log n)
edges, but give no upper bound below the trivial O(n2 ) edges.
In this note we present a construction for an O(k)-robust 1-spanner on n vertices of size
3
O(n 2 ) for any one-dimensional point set. We also show a generalization that improves this
upper bound to O(n1+ε ) edges for any one-dimensional point set and any ε > 0.

2

A simple construction

Let V = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } be an arbitrary point set with xi ∈ R for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and xi < xi+1
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Let m ∈ N be such that (2m)2 ≤ n < (2m + 2)2 . We construct a
graph G = (V, E) as follows. Let Ci = {x(i−1)m+1 , x(i−1)m+2 , . . . , x(i+1)m } for 1 ≤ i ≤
2

4m − 1 + d n−(2m)
e =: M (n). We call Ci the ith cluster. There are O(m) clusters and each
m
of them has exactly 2m vertices, except the last one, which may contain fewer. Note that
adjacent clusters are half-overlapping, that is |Ci ∩ Ci+1 | = m. We define half-clusters that
are simply made by splitting each cluster in the middle, see Figure 1. Therefore, the number
of half-clusters is O(m) and each of them (possibly except the last one) contains exactly
m vertices. Let HiL and HiR denote the left and right half of Ci , respectively. Note that
R
HiL = Hi−1
.
We add two types of edges to the graph. First, we form cliques in each cluster Ci , adding
O(m3 ) edges. Second, for any pair of half-clusters we add an arbitrary complete matching
between the two half-clusters. The number of edges we add is again O(m3 ). If the size of
the last half-cluster is smaller than m, then we do not add matchings for this half-cluster.
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C1

C3

C2

CM (n)−2

C5

CM (n)

CM (n)−1

C4

Figure 1 The structure of the clusters of G. Grey rectangles indicate half-clusters. Each halfcluster contain m vertices, except the last one that may contain fewer vertices , depending on the
actual value of n.

I Theorem 1. For any 1-dimensional point set V (with |V | = n), the graph G constructed
3
above is an O(k)-robust 1-spanner with O(n 2 ) edges.
3

Proof. Clearly, the size of G is O(m3 ) = O(n 2 ). To show that G is an O(k)-robust 1-spanner,
first, it remains to construct the set F ∗ for any set of failed points F such that |F ∗ | = O(|F |).
To start, set F ∗ = F . Then for each half-cluster HiL (2 ≤ i ≤ M (n)), if |HiL ∩ F | ≥ m
2 , we
update F ∗ by adding the clusters Ci−1 and Ci . Thus |F ∗ | ≤ 6 · |F |.
Secondly, we have to prove that the subgraph induced by V \F is a 1-spanner of V \F ∗ .
Let x, y ∈ V \F ∗ (with x < y). There are three cases. First, if x and y are in the same
cluster, then {x, y} ∈ E and the claim holds. Second, if they are not in the same cluster, but
in overlapping clusters, then there is a vertex z ∈
/ F in the overlap that shares an edge with
L
both x and y. The third case is when x ∈ Hi and y ∈ HjR , with i < j + 1. Then, we know
m
∗
L
that |HiR ∩ F | < m
2 , otherwise x ∈ F . Similarly, we know that |Hj ∩ F | < 2 , otherwise
∗
0
R
y ∈ F . Therefore, by the pigeonhole principle there is a vertex x ∈ Hi \F and a vertex
y 0 ∈ HjL \F for which there is an edge {x0 , y 0 } ∈ E from the matching between HiR and HjL .
It is clear that {x, x0 } ∈ E and {y, y 0 } ∈ E, since within a cluster all vertices are connected.
The length of this path between x and y is d(x, y), because x < x0 < y 0 < y by construction.
J

3

Iterated construction

We generalize the construction by introducing an additional parameter ` that determines
the number of layers in the construction of G` = (V, E). The case ` = 1 corresponds to the
construction above. In each layer all clusters have the same size, namely, the clusters in layer
i
i have size n `+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ` and they are half-overlapping as before. Let Ci,j denote the j th
cluster in layer i. For any cluster C1,j in the first (lowest) layer, form a clique on its vertices.
In layer i (2 ≤ i ≤ `), for any cluster Ci,j , form a complete matching between any pair of
half-clusters from layer i − 1 that are contained in Ci,j . Finally, add a complete matching
`+2
between any pair of half-clusters in the top layer. Thus, the size of G is O(` · n `+1 ) edges.
I Theorem 2. For any ε > 0 and any 1-dimensional point set V (with |V | = n), the graph
G` constructed above is an O(k)-robust 1-spanner with O(n1+ε ) edges for ` ≥ 1−ε
ε . [2]
In personal communication Sariel Har-Peled showed us that the sharp upper bound for
the size of O(k)-robust spanners is O(n log n).
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1

Introduction

The potato-peeling problem (also called the convex skull problem) consists of finding the
largest convex polygon enclosed in a given input polygon. Unlike the related convex hull
problem that can be solved in O(n log n) time, the fastest known algorithm solves the problem in O(n7 ) time [2]. Herein, we consider a digital variation of the potato-peeling problem.
Digital geometry is the field of mathematics that studies the geometry of points with
integer coordinates, also known as lattice points [5]. A set of lattice points K ⊂ Z2 is digital
convex if conv(K) ∩ Z2 = K, where conv(K) denotes the convex hull of K. The digital
potato-peeling problem is defined as follows.
Digital potato-peeling problem
Input:
Set S ⊂ Z2 of n lattice points given by their coordinates.
Question: Determine the largest set K ⊆ S that is digital convex, i.e. conv(K) ∩ Z2 = K.

Input:
blue points

Output:
green points

In this paper, we present an exact algorithm that solves the problem in O(n3 log nr) time,
where r is the diameter of S. Our algorithm works for different versions of the problem, in
which we define the largest convex polygon in terms of area, cardinality, or perimeter. More
generally, the algorithm works for any measure f such that for any two convex polygons
P ⊆ P 0 , we have f (P ) ≤ f (P 0 ). Heuristics for the digital potato-peeling problem have been
presented in [1, 3].
We remark that an algorithm for the digital potato-peeling problem does not yield an
algorithm for the continuous problem or vice versa. In the digital version of the problem, only
the n input points may be vertices of the solution, which is not true in the continuous case.
On the other side, the definition of digital convex is more subtle than standard convexity
and is connected to the geometry of numbers.

2

Algorithm

A digital convex set can be described by its convex hull, furthermore the vertices of this
hull are lattice points. Hence, instead of explicitly looking for K, our algorithm looks
for conv(K). It is always possible to triangulate a convex polygon with k vertices using
k − 2 triangles that share the bottom-most vertex p. Our algorithm uses the fact that such
triangulation exists. For each point p ∈ S, the algorithm determines the largest convex
polygon containing p as a bottom-most vertex. The algorithm proceeds by appending the
aforementioned triangles from left to right using dynamic programming.
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We say that a triangle T is valid if T ∩ Z2 = T ∩ S. The algorithm uses a data structure
for triangle range counting for S with O(n2+ε ) storage and preprocessing time and O(log n)
query time [4]. The number of lattice points in a triangle T can be determined with Pick’s
theorem and Euclid’s algorithm in O(log r) time, where r is the diameter of T . We can
therefore determine if a triangle T is valid in O(log nr) time by comparing the two results.
Only the valid triangles are considered by the algorithm.
Next, we fix p and consider the problem of finding the largest digital convex polygon K
that has p as the bottom-most vertex. Without loss of generality, we assume that p is the
lowest point in S. Given three points p1 , p, p2 , let ∠p1 , p, p2 denote the positive clockwise
angle between p1 and p2 around p. We sort the points q ∈ S by ∠(p − (1, 0)), p, q. This sorts
the points in clockwise order around p. Let p1 , . . . , pn denote the points in sorted order.
Let 4i,j denote the triangle whose vertices are p, pi , pj . For all
pi , pj ∈ S with i < j and such that 4i,j is valid, the algorithm determines the largest convex polygon that has 4i,j as the right-most
triangle. We refer to this convex polygon as Ci,j . The key property
to efficiently compute Ci,j is
Ci,j = 4i,j ∪ max Ch,i , where h < i is such that ∠pj , pi , ph is convex.
h

A naïve dynamic programming algorithm to compute Ci,j takes O(n3 + n2 log nr) time,
since there are O(n2 ) values of Ci,j to be calculated and each calculation involves computing
the maximum among O(n) previously calculated values. The total running time to apply
this method to all points p ∈ S is therefore O(n4 + n3 log nr). Next, we show how to reduce
the running time to O(n3 log nr).
Instead of looking for the largest possible convex polygon for each triangle, the principle
is, for a given i, to consider every Ch,i in decreasing order according to their size, and
append them to every valid 4i,j that satisfies the angle constraint. To find those triangles
efficiently, we sort them according to the orientation of their pi pj edge. For each i, we start
by sorting C = {Ch,i : h < i} by decreasing size and T = {4i,j : i < j} by decreasing
∠(pi − (1, 0)), pi , pj . Then, for all left convex Ch,i in C, in decreasing order, we append all
the right triangles 4i,j from T that preserve convexity. Those triangles are contiguous and
at the beginning of T thanks to the sorting.
Sorting the two lists {Ch,i : h < i} and {4i,j : i < j} takes at most O(n log n) time for
each point pi and testing if a triangle is valid takes O(log nr) time. For all p and pi , the
total running time is therefore O(n3 log nr).
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The art gallery problem enquires about the least number of guards sufficient to ensure
that an art gallery, represented by a polygon P , is fully guarded, assuming that a guard’s
field of view covers 360° as well as unbounded distance. An art gallery can be viewed as
an n-sided polygon P , with or without holes, and guards as points inside P . Any point
z ∈ P is said to be visible from a guard g if the line segment zg does not intersect the
exterior of P . Stationary guards that may be placed anywhere inside P are referred to
as point guards. If stationary guards are allowed to be placed only on the vertices or on
the boundary of P , then they are called vertex guards and perimeter guards respectively.
If mobile guards are allowed to patrol only along the edges of P , they are called edge guards [7].
Most variants of the art gallery problem have been shown to be NP-hard [2, 10, 11],
and recently ETR-complete [1]. In 1987, Ghosh [6, 8] provided a deterministic O(log n)approximation algorithm for vertex and edge guards by discretizing the input polygon P
and treating it as an instance of the Set Cover problem. Eidenbenz et al. [5] proved that,
if P is allowed to contain holes, then there cannot exist a polynomial time algorithm for
the problem with an approximation ratio better than ((1 − )/12) ln n for any  > 0, unless
NP ⊆ TIME(nO(log log n) ). This inapproximability result establishes that the approximation
ratio of O(log n) obtained by Ghosh is in fact the best possible for the case of polygons
with holes. However, for simple polygons without holes, the existence of a constant factor
approximation algorithm for vertex and edge guards was conjectured by Ghosh [8] in 1987.
Ghosh’s conjecture has been shown to be true for vertex guarding in two special sub-classes of
simple polygons, viz. monotone polygons and polygons weakly visible from an edge. Krohn
and Nilsson [9] presented an approximation algorithm that computes in polynomial time a
guard set for a monotone polygon P , such that the size of the guard set is at most 30 × OP T .
Recently, Bhattacharya, Ghosh and Roy [3, 4] presented a 6-approximation algorithm that
runs in O(n2 ) time for guarding polygons weakly visible from an edge using vertex guards.
In a very recent paper [?], we obtained three polynomial-time algorithms with a constant
approximation ratio for guarding an n-sided simple polygon P using vertex guards. The first
algorithm, that has an approximation ratio of 18, guards all vertices of P in O(n4 ) time. The
second algorithm, that has the same approximation ratio of 18, guards the entire boundary
of P in O(n5 ) time. The third algorithm, that has an approximation ratio of 27, guards all
interior and boundary points of P in O(n5 ) time. The significance of our results lies in the
fact that these results settle the long-standing conjecture by Ghosh [6] regarding the existence
of constant-factor approximation algorithms for this problem, which has been open since
1987 despite several attempts by researchers. Following techniques similar to those used to
derive the results mentioned above, we also obtained the following results for computing
edge guard covers for an n-sided polygon P .
I Theorem 1. A set E of edge guards for guarding all vertices of P can be computed in
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O(n4 ) time, such that |E| ≤ 18 × |Gopt |, where Gopt is a an optimal edge guard cover for all
vertices of P .
I Theorem 2. A set E of edge guards for guarding the entire boundary of P can be computed
in O(n5 ) time, such that |E| ≤ 18 × |Gopt |, where Gopt is a an optimal edge guard cover for
the entire boundary of P .
I Theorem 3. A set E of edge guards E for guarding the entire interior and boundary of P
can be computed in O(n5 ) time, such that |E| ≤ 27 × |Gopt |, where Gopt is a an optimal edge
guard cover for the entire interior and boundary of P .
Further, we consider the placement of perimeter guards, which are stationary guards on the
boundary of P , but not necessarily at the vertices. We conjecture that, by constructing a
modified polygon P 0 that has O(n2 ) vertices, and then executing our algorithm for finding
an edge guard cover on this modified polygon P 0 , a set S of perimeter guards for guarding
all vertices of P can be computed in O(n8 ) time, such that |S| ≤ 18 × |Gopt |, where Gopt is
an optimal perimeter guard cover for all vertices of P .
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by constructed edges belonging to both.

In each of our algorithms, P is first partitioned into a hierarchy of weak visibility polygons
according to link distances from a starting vertex (see Figure 2), which is very similar to
the window partitioning given by Suri [12, 13] in the context of computing minimum link
paths. Then, starting with the farthest level in the hierarchy (i.e. the set of weak visibility
polygons having the maximum link distance from the starting vertex), the entire hierarchy is
traversed backward level by level, and at each level, vertex guards (of two types, viz. inside
and outside) are placed for guarding every weak visibility polygon at that level of P . At
every level, a novel procedure is used that has been developed for placing guards in (i) a
simple polygon that is weakly visible from an internal chord, or (ii) a union of overlapping
polygons that are weakly visible from multiple disjoint internal chords. Note that these
chords are actually the constructed edges introduced during the hierarchical partitioning of
P . Due to partitioning according to link distances, guards can only see points within the
adjacent weak visibility polygons in the hierarchical partitioning of P . This property locally
restricts the visibility of the chosen guards, and thereby ensures that the approximation
bound on the number of vertex guards placed by our algorithms at any level leads directly
to overall approximation bounds for guarding P . Thus, a constant factor approximation
bound on the overall number of guards placed by our algorithms is a direct consequence of
choosing vertex guards in a judicious manner for guarding each collection of overlapping
weak visibility polygons obtained from the partitioning of P . Our algorithms exploit several
deep visibility structures of simple polygons which are interesting in their own right.

P. Bhattacharya, S.K. Ghosh and S.P. Pal
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In our previous work [1] we deal with the problem of covering a planar region R (bounded by
straight-line segments and circular arcs) by moving a circular disk along a continuous path:
The resulting spiral-like path starts in the interior of R and ends on its boundary, and is not
self-intersecting. The fundamental geometric tool for our approach is the medial axis tree
Tr∗ (R), rooted at a point r, which is formed by a combination of a discretized version of the
medial axis inside R and a set of so-called clearance lines. Imagine an impulse propagating
through Tr∗ (R) which moves from r towards the leaves of Tr∗ (R). It is possible to produce a
series of consecutive wavefronts by halting this impulse at fixed points in time. The final
spiral-like path consists of several laps, where one lap is a portion of the spiral that winds
around r exactly once. Each lap forms a polygonal chain. Initially, the first lap L1 and the
last lap Lm are computed by interpolating between successive wavefronts. The remaining,
intermediate laps are created by interpolating between L1 and Lm , see Figure 1a. In several
practical applications it is important that the minimum distance from every a point on a lap
to its next inner and outer lap is bounded by a user-specified distance ∆ ∈ R+ . E.g., in a
machining application this so-called step-over distance allows to control the material removal
rate and to avoid excessive tool wear.
In the remainder of this abstract we outline ongoing work on a generalization of this
path-generation strategy to spiral-like paths over piecewise-linear terrains in three dimensions.
We will show that, once we have found a suitable substitute for the two-dimensional medial
axis tree, the concept of impulse propagation as well as the interpolation procedure can
be extended to this 3D setting. A sample spiral-like path on a simple terrain is shown in
Figures 1b and 1c.

r

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1 (a) A basic spiral-like path (highlighted in purple) inside a planar region R is defined by
a series of corners which are situated on the discrete medial axis tree Tr∗ (R) (highlighted in orange).
(b–c) A spiral-like path (highlighted in purple) on a triangulated terrain.

We emphasize that naïvely mapping a 2D spiral-like path onto a terrain will result
in a path that lacks any distance control between neighboring laps, for every meaningful
interpretation of “distance” on a terrain. However, devices (e.g., a metal detector) or humans
and animals (e.g., a rescue dog) that move along such a path should be expected to have a
limited range of operation. Typical distance measures that we might be interested in are
the geodesic distance or the line-of-sight distance. In the sequel we explain how to compute
a coverage path S(P, ∆) for a given triangulated terrain P and relative to a user-defined
step-over ∆ ∈ R+ such that a geodesic disk of radius ∆ covers P completely when it is moved
along S(P, ∆). The structure of choice in our generalized approach is the geodesic Voronoi
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diagram of points on a triangulated terrain. It can be defined similarly to the standard
Voronoi diagram of points in the plane by replacing the Euclidean norm with the geodesic
metric.
Let P be a triangulated terrain. We place point sites along the polygonal boundary ∂P of
P such that a roughly uniform spacing is achieved. The resulting geodesic Voronoi diagram
GVD(P ) forms a tree Tr (P ) rooted at a point r ∈ GVD(P ), where r is height-balanced (see [2]
for further details). We will refer to a path along Tr (P ) from r to a leaf of Tr (P ) as a source
branch, with source branches of maximal length being called radial paths. It is assumed that
the order of these source branches is defined by the sequence in which the corresponding
leaves appear when ∂P is traversed counter-clockwise. If p and q are two points on Tr (P ),
then the (geodesic) length `(p, q) corresponds to the length of the unique path from p to q
along Tr (P ). The geodesic height of a point p is defined by h(p) := maxq `(p, q), where the
maximum is taken over all nodes q of the sub-tree(s) of Tr (P ) rooted at p. Now imagine
an impulse propagating through Tr (P ) which starts at r at time t = 0, splits at the nodes
of Tr (P ), and discharges simultaneously at the leaves at time t = 1. The impulse reaches
a specific point p on the radial paths of Tr (P ) at the activation time tp = h(r)−h(p)
. This
h(r)
observation can be used to assign an activation time to every point on Tr (P ) by recursively
“peeling off” the corresponding radial paths. Due to space considerations, we refer to [1]
for a more detailed description of this process in the 2D setting. As time progresses the
impulse covers an increasing portion of Tr (P ). Therefore, we can construct a series of m + 1
uniformly spaced wavefronts by defining a uniform decomposition of time. Each wavefront is
given by a series of vertices (in which the first and last vertex coincide) that are situated
on consecutive source branches. These wavefronts have to be chosen carefully such that
the (symmetric) Hausdorff distance H(wi , wi+1 ), under the geodesic metric, between two
neighboring wavefronts wi and wi+1 , with i ∈ {0, 1, ..., m − 1}, is bounded by ∆.
The final spiral-like path S(P, ∆) consists of a series m laps L1 , L2 , ..., Lm . Each lap is
defined by a sequence of vertices which, again, lie on the source branches. Initially, two
laps are computed. The first lap L1 is generated by gradually moving its vertices from
the corresponding vertices of w0 (i.e. r) towards the vertices of w1 along the consecutive
source branches. Similarly, the last lap Lm is created by interpolating between wm−1 and
wm (i.e. ∂P ). Every vertex of L1 (or Lm ) is at most ∆ away from r (or ∂P ). (Recall
that the construction of the wavefronts ensures that w1 is at most ∆ away from r and the
distance between wm−1 and ∂P is also bounded by ∆.) To construct to remaining laps
L2 , L3 , ..., Lm−1 , a modified impulse is used. This time it starts at the vertices of L1 , moves
along Tr (P ), and discharges concurrently at the vertices of Lm . The vertices of the lap Li+1
i
are produced by halting this modified impulse at t = m−2
, with i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m − 2}. These
laps L2 , L3 , ..., Lm−1 split the paths from the vertices of L1 towards the respective vertices
of Lm (along Tr (P )) into m − 1 portions with a length of at most ∆.
This construction ensures that the maximum geodesic distance between neighboring
wavefronts obeys the user-specified step-over ∆. We can also establish this property for
specific vertices of the spiral-like path, and are investigating how to extend our distance
considerations such that ∆ is guaranteed to be respected along the entire path. We note that
restricting our attention to a convex terrain does not seem to make the analysis any simpler.
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Abstract
Protecting Internet backbone topologies against regional failures is becoming a fundamental
problem of our society. Based on computational geometric tools, we provide a fast algorithm for
detecting link sets having a significant probability of failing together.
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1

Introduction and Model

Internet backbone networks can recover from failures that listed as Shared Risk Link Groups
(SRLGs). An SRLG consists of a set of links which are considered to have a significant
probability of failing simultaneously. Networks can be protected against natural disasters
(e.g. earthquakes) if we can list them as SRLGs.
We model the network as an undirected geometric graph G(V, E) embedded in the plane
R2 . Let n := |V |, m := |E|. We identify the nodes with their coordinates. The edges are
considered to be line segments between their endpoints. We assume the disasters causing
regional failures have a shape of a circular disk with a given radius r ∈ R+ . The output of
the problem is set Mr of the inclusion-wise maximal edge sets which can be intersected by a
disk with radius r. We improve the existing algorithm for computing Mr offered in [2].

2

Algorithm for Determining Maximal Failures

Let X denote the set of points in R2 \ V where at least two edges of E are intersecting. Let
x := |X|.
I Lemma 1 (Theorem 4 of [2]). For every link set M ∈ Mr there exists a disk c of radius at
most r intersecting M lying in a closed disk with radius 3r having centre point in V ∪ X.
The former lemma can be proven using basic geometry/trigonometry.
I Lemma 2 (Claim 2 of [2]). The number of edges in G is O(n + x).
1
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Proof. Let G0 (V ∪ X, E 0 ) be the planar graph obtained from dividing the edges of G at the
crossings. Since every crossing enlarges the number of edges at least with two, |E 0 | ≥ m + 2x.
On the other hand, based on Euler’s formula, |E 0 | ≤ 3(n + x) − 6 since G0 is planar. Thus
m ≤ |E 0 | − 2x ≤ 3n + x − 6.
J
I Theorem 3 (Rephrasing part of Theorem 2.4 of [1] based on Lemma 2). Every point of X
can be reported in O((n + x) log(n + x)).
The former theorem can be proved using a classical sweep line algorithm.
For a p ∈ V ∪ X let E(p, r) denote the set of edges e ∈ E such that the distance
d(e, p) ≤ 3r. Let Er be obtained by elongating the edges of E in both directions by 3r. Let
Gr := (V, Er ). Let Xr denote the set of points in R2 \ V where at least two edges for Er are
intersecting. Let xr := |Xr |. Let ρr be the maximum number of edges of E intersected by a
disk with radius at most r.
I Theorem 4. For all p ∈ V ∪ X, E(p, r) can be determined in O((n + xr ) + (n + x)ρr ).
Unfortunately the proof of Thm. 4 would exceed the limits of this Abstract. A key idea is to
apply sweep line algorithm in both the vertical and horizontal directions.
For every p ∈ V ∪ X, let Mrp be the set of maximal subsets of E(p, r) which can be
intersected by a disk with radius at most r. Let ρr be the maximal cardinality of sets Mrp .
I Lemma 5 (Corollary of Thm 1. of [2]). For every p ∈ V ∪ X, known E(p, r), Mrp can be
calculated in O(ρ5r ) and |Mrp | is O(ρ2r ).
As presented in [2], the key idea of the lemma’s proof is that there are O(ρ2r ) possible
locations to check for possible maximal elements of Mrp . In addition, the resulting candidate
link sets can be pairwise compared in O(ρr )
For every e ∈ E, let Θe,r and θe,r denote the set and number of points p ∈ V ∪ X for
which e ∈ E(p, r). Let Let dE be the square mean of the numbers θe .
I Theorem 6. Given Mrp for all p ∈ V ∪ X, Mr can be calculated in O((n + x)dE ρ5r ).
For each edge e ∈ E, only lists Mrp for p ∈ Θe have to be merged. Sets Mpr , which can be
determined during the previous steps of the algorithm without increasing of the complexity.
I Theorem 7. Mr can be calculated in O((n + x)dE,r ρ5r + (n + xr ) log(n + xr )).
Proof. Based of Theorems 3, 4 and 6, and Lemma 5, one can determine Mr in the proposed
complexity by determining X, then for all p ∈ V ∪ X, determining E(p, r) and Mrp , finally
merging these lists into Mr .
J
I Corollary 8. If ρr = O(r), x = O(n), xr = O(nr), θE,r = O(r2 ), |Mr | can be calculated
in O(nr7 + (nr) log(nr)).
Note that for typical backbone topologies, Cor. 8 reflects realistic assumptions. The
algorithm for determining Mr in [2] computes Mr in O(n2 r5 ) time adopting the assumptions
of Cor. 8.
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1

Introduction

The Steiner Orientation problem is defined as follows: given a mixed graph G = (V, E ∪A)
with both undirected edges E and directed arcs A and a set T ⊆ V × V of k terminal pairs,
is there an orientation of all edges in E, such that for every terminal pair (s, t) ∈ T there is
an s-t-path in the resulting directed graph?
In general, this problem was shown to be NP-complete by Arkin and Hassin [1]. Cygan et
al. [3] gave an nO(k) -time algorithm, showing it is in XP in k. Pilipczuk and Wahlström [6]
improved the hardness result showing it to be W [1]-hard in k. For A = ∅, however, Hassin
and Megiddo [5] give a polynomial time algorithm. This raises the following question: how
do restrictions on G influence complexity of Steiner Orientation? These hardness proofs
utilize non-planar instances. Chitnis and Feldmann [2] showed that under the Exponential
Time Hypothesis, Steiner Orientation cannot be solved in f (k) · no(k) time, even when
restricting to graphs of genus 1.
In this work, we consider the Planar Steiner Orientation problem where G is a
planar graph. As a first result on computational complexity, we show the following:
I Theorem 1. Planar Steiner Orientation is NP-complete.

2

Hardness Proof

To prove Theorem 1, we give a reduction from Planar Monotone 3-SAT, introduced
by de Berg et al. [4] and known to be NP-complete. We use different gadgets for variables,
clauses and edges. These are stitched together at shared undirected edges. Given a planar
monotone 3-SAT formula F , we use these gadgets to create an instance of Planar Steiner
Orientation resembling the incidence graph of F with |T | polynomial in |F |. Without loss
of generality we assume that every variable of F occurs both negated and unnegated.
Figure 1a shows a flip gadget, a building block used in other gadgets. It contains two
terminal pairs (s1 , t1 ) and (s2 , t2 ) and two undirected (red) edges. Connecting both pairs
will result in opposing directions for the two undirected edges.
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For every variable x in F , we have a variable gadget (Figure 1b). It mimics the flip
gadget, providing an undirected edge exC for every positive/negative clause C containing x
above/below the pairs respectively. We say that the gadget is (false) true if the undirected
edges are oriented (counter-)clockwise. No other orientation allows connecting both pairs.
We use two stacked flip gadgets as edge gadgets: by reversing direction twice, we synchronize the outer red edges. We attach these edges to a variable and a clause gadget.
For every clause C, we have a clause gadget (Figure 1c). It contains a terminal pair (s, t)
y
and has an undirected edge ew
C for each variable w it contains. The undirected edge eC in
the middle is flipped to get a consistent orientation for variables set to true. The edges f
and g are synchronized by two flip gadgets to ensure that at most one of them is used to
connect (s, t). For the clause gadgets, we get the following Lemma:
I Lemma 2. All pairs of clause gadgets are connected iff ≥ 1 edge eC is directed to the right.
Proof. In our construction all gadgets are self-contained and the terminal pairs of the flip
gadgets can be connected. The edges f and g are both directed upwards or downwards.
Hence it suffices to show the equivalence for the pair (s, t). “⇐”: Case 1: If exC is directed to
the right, orient the edge f away from s. Case 2: If eyC is directed to the right, ẽyC is directed
to the left. Case 3: If ezC is directed to the right, orient the edge g pointing to t. In each of
these cases s is connected to t. “⇒”: By contraposition. As we move away from s, we can
neither use the edge ẽyC nor ezC . Thus we have to use f which means it points away from s.
To come to t we have to use one of the edges exC or g. This is impossible.
J
Provided that all terminal pairs of all variable and edge gadgets are connected (which can
always be achieved), the terminal pairs of all clause gadgets can be connected if and only if
the formula is satisfiable. Thus, the Planar Steiner Orientation instance has a solution
if and only if the corresponding Planar Monotone 3-SAT formula is satisfiable.
Future work could involve proving W [1]-hardness or looking for approximation algorithms. Other graph classes – with different geometric restrictions – could also be considered.
Acknowledgement We would like to thank Andreas Feldmann who introduced us to
the problem. Parts of this work were done while the authors visited HOMONOLO 2017.
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Figure 1 (a) The flip gadget, used to construct edge gadgets; (b) a variable gadget with three
positive and two negative occurrences; (c) a clause gadget (unlabeled (s, t)-pairs color-coded).
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A convex geometric graph G is a graph whose vertices are points in convex position in
the plane, and whose edges are segments connecting pairs of vertices.
I Definition 1. Let F be a family of subgraphs of G. A set of edges in E(G) is called a
blocking set for F if it contains an edge of every element of F. A blocker for F is a blocking
set of smallest possible size. The family of blockers for F is denoted B(F).
Let G = CK(n) be the complete convex geometric graph on n vertices. Finding the size of
the blockers B(F) for a family F is a natural Turán-type question, as it is clearly equivalent
to the question: what is the maximal possible number of edges in a convex geometric graph
on n vertices that does not include any element of F as a subgraph? This question was
extensively studied with respect to various families F, e.g., all sets of k disjoint edges [6]
and all sets of k pairwise crossing edges ([2], and see also [1]). The geometric nature of the
question comes from the geometric definition of the ‘blocked’ family.
In various cases, including the aforementioned cases, the size of the blockers is known.
The next natural step is to provide a characterization of the blockers for F.
In a series of previous works, complete characterizations of blockers for several families
were provided. These families include simple (i.e., non-crossing) perfect matchings (SPMs)
in G = CK(2m) (see [3]), triangulations in G = CK(2m) (see [7]), and simple spanning
trees in general geometric graphs (see [5]). In [4] we showed that the blockers for the family
H of simple Hamiltonian paths (SHPs) in CK(2m) are exactly the same as the blockers for
SPMs, i.e., simple caterpillars with a spine on the boundary of conv(V (G)). (A caterpillar
is a tree in which all the vertices are within distance 1 of a central path. Such a path is
called a spine of the caterpillar.)
In this work we consider the (much more complicated) case of SHPs in a complete
convex geometric graph of odd order 2m − 1. Our main result is a complete description of
the blockers for H. This time, not all blockers are caterpillar trees, and they do not even
have to be simple. In order to describe the blockers, we need a few additional notions.
Let V be the set of vertices of G = CK(2m − 1) (viewed as the vertex set of a convex
polygon P in the plane), labelled cyclically from 0 to 2m − 2. We denote an edge in G
between vertices i, j by [i, j], and a path of length r by hi1 , i2 , . . . , ir i. The edges that
belong to the boundary of P (i.e., the edges of the form [i, i + 1] (0 ≤ i ≤ 2m − 3), along
with the edge [2m − 2, 0]) are called boundary edges of G. The direction of an edge [i, j] is
defined to be i + j(mod(2m − 1)). Two edges are parallel if they have the same direction.
Our main theorem is the following:
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Figure 1 Three blockers for SHPs in CK(15). The left blocker is of Class A, with parameters
m = 8, α = 1, δ = 3, 1 = 1, (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ) = (4, 2, 1). The middle blocker is of Class B, with parameters
(m = 8, α, β, γ, δ) = (1, 2, 2, 2), η = 1, 1 = 1, and (ξ1 , ξ2 ) = (2, 1). The right blocker is a non-simple
blocker of Class B with parameters m = 10, (α, β, γ, δ) = (1, 3, 4, 1), η = 2, 1 = 2, and ξ1 = 2.

Theorem. Let G = CK(2m − 1), and let H be the family of simple Hamiltonian paths in
E(G). Any blocker for H consists of m edges, and up to cyclical rotation by 0 ≤ k ≤ 2m − 2,
it has one of the following two forms. Moreover, all the sets described below (Class A and
Class B) are indeed blockers.
Class A. Blockers with a consecutive boundary path. The edges of the blocker are
parallel to the boundary edges [0, 1], [1, 2], . . . , [m − 1, m]. They consist of three parts:
(1). The boundary path BP = hα, α+1, . . . , m−δi, for some α, δ ≥ 0 with 0 ≤ α+δ ≤ m−2.
(2). The edges ui = [i − 1 − i , i + i ], 1 ≤ i ≤ α (where indices are taken modulo 2m − 1),
for 1 > 2 . . . > α > 0, α − i + 1 ≤ i ≤ m − δ − i − 1. (These are the edges parallel to
[0, 1], [1, 2], . . . , [α − 1, α]).
(3). The edges vj = [m − j − ξj , m − j + 1 + ξj ], 1 ≤ j ≤ δ, for ξ1 > ξ2 . . . > ξδ > 0,
δ+1−j ≤ ξi ≤ m−j −α−1. (These are the edges parallel to [m−δ, m−δ+1], . . . , [m−1, m]),
where in addition it is required that 1 + ξ1 ≤ m − 2 (which means that all edges of the
second part lie ‘above’ all edges of the third part).
An example of a blocker of this class is presented in the left part of Figure 1.
Class B. Blockers with a broken boundary path. The edges of the blocker are parallel
to the boundary edges [0, 1], [1, 2], . . . , [m − 1, m]. They consist of five parts as follows:
(1)–(2). The boundary paths hα, α+1, . . . , α+βi and hα+β+1, α+β+2, . . . , m−δi of lengths
β, γ, respectively, for some α, δ ≥ 0, β, γ ≥ 2 with α + δ ≤ m − 5 and β + γ = m − α − δ − 1.
(That is, the boundary path hα, α + 1, . . . , m − δi is missing a single edge [α + β, α + β + 1].)
(3). The edge [α + β − η, α + β + 1 + η], for some 1 ≤ η ≤ min(β − 1, γ − 1) (which is parallel
to the ‘missing’ boundary edge [α + β, α + β + 1]).
(4). The edges [i − 1 − i , i + i ], 1 ≤ i ≤ α, for α + β − 1 > 1 > 2 . . . > α > 0. (These are
the edges parallel to [0, 1], [1, 2], . . . , [α − 1, α]; we have the additional condition that they
lie ‘above’ the missing boundary edge).
(5). The edges [m − j − ξj , m − j + 1 + ξj ], 1 ≤ j ≤ δ, for γ + δ − 1 > ξ1 > ξ2 . . . > ξδ > 0.
(These are the edges parallel to [m − δ, m − δ + 1], . . . , [m − 1, m]; we have the additional
condition that they lie ‘below’ the missing boundary edge).
Blockers of this class are not caterpillars, and moreover, they are not necessarily simple.
An example of a blocker of this class is presented in the middle part of Figure 1, and another
example – which is not even simple – is presented in the right part of Figure 1.

C. Keller and M. A. Perles
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Abstract
A d-dimensional polycube is a face-connected set of cells on Zd . To-date, no formulae
enumerating d-dimensional polycubes by volume (number of cubes) or perimeter (number of
empty cubes neighboring the polycube) are known. We investigate formulae enumerating
by volume and dimension polycubes with a fixed deviation from the maximum possible
perimeter.

1

Introduction

A d-dimensional polycube of volume n is a connected set of n cubes on Zd , where connectivity
is through (d−1)-dimensional faces. Two fixed polycubes are considered identical if one can
be translated into the other; we consider here only fixed polycubes. The study of polycubes
began in the 1950s in statistical physics [3] and in the 1960s in enumerative combinatorics [4].
The perimeter of a polycube P is defined as the number of empty cells
neighboring P . Luther and Mertens [5] derive formulae enumerating n-cell
polycubes (with perimeter p) that span n−1 or n−2 dimensions. For any
d-D polycube P of volume n and perimeter p, it is easy to see that p is at
most Mn = 2dn−2(n−1) = 2(d−1)n+2. Let k = Mn −p be the “perimeter
Figure 1
defect” of P , and B(n, k, d) be the number of d-D polycubes of volume n
A 3D polycube
and defect k. We show that for fixed d and k ≥ 0, the generating function of size 2 with
of (B(n, k, d)) is rational. This work generalizes our previous works [1, 2], perimeter 10
in which we investigated 2- and 3-dimensional polycubes with a fixed defect.

2

Formulae for Small Defect

To better employ the nature of defect using graph terminology, we mostly consider the dual
graph P ∗ of a polycube P . (That is, P ∗ is the cell-adjacency graph of P .) With a slight
abuse of notation, we shall sometimes consider P as a graph and refer to the degree of a cell
of P , the number of edges in P , etc.
The excess of a perimeter cell X of P is the number of neighbors of X that belong to P ,
minus 1. An excess cell is a perimeter cell with non-zero excess, i.e., an empty cell with at
least two occupied neighboring cells. Let e be the total excess of P , i.e., the sum of excesses
over all perimeter cells of P . Finally, let r be the circuit rank of P ∗ (a.k.a. the cyclomatic

1
2
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number of P ), i.e., the minimal number of edges that must be removed from P ∗ in order to
make it a tree. In a connected graph G = (V, E), we have r = |E| − |V | + 1.
I Proposition 2.1. For every d-dimensional polycube of volume n and perimeter p, we have
(1) p ≤ 2(d − 1)n + 2; and (2) k = e + 2r.
J
The upper bound in Prop. 2.1(1) is tight. Prop. 2.1(2) helps us
k
C.P.
to identify all possible shapes of polycubes with defect k. Note that
0
x−1
patterns of defect k can span at most k+1 dimensions. Hence, in
1
(x − 1)2
order to compute B(n, k, d), we need to sum up formulae for patterns
2
(x − 1)3
that span 1 ≤ δ ≤ k +
3 (x − 1)4 (x + 1)2
 1 dimensions, and multiply each formula
of a δ-D pattern by dδ . This provides our general framework for
Table 1 CharacterPk+1  P
deriving B(n, k, d) = δ=1 dδ [ π in δ-D Formula(π)] . By applying istic polynomials of 3this framework to small values of k, we obtain the following formulae. dimensional polycubes
I Proposition 2.2.
(1) B(n, 0, d) = d for n ≥ 2 (and 1 for n = 1);

(2) B(n, 1, d) = d2 · 4(n − 2) for n ≥ 2 (and 0 for n = 1, 2).







(3) B(n, 2, d) = d2 4 n−2
+ 4 n−4
+ 4 n−2
+ 8 + d3 3! · 23 n−4
for n ≥ 6.
2
2
2
2
h


i

n
n
21(−1)
5(−1)
3
(4) B(n, 3, d) = d2 − 2091
n − 89n2 + 13
+
+ 1947
2 −
2
4 +
4
2 n




d
d
2
3
2
−2328 + 1460n − 356n + 32n + 4 −63360 + 19136n − 1920n + 64n3 for n ≥ 12.
3
J

3

General Form

P
I Theorem 3.1. For any fixed dimension d, n≥0 B(n, k, d)xn , the generating function that
enumerates polycubes with a fixed defect k with respect to their volume, is rational. Moreover,
its denominator is a product of cyclotomic polynomials.
Proof. The proof consists of the following three steps.
1. Partition the set of polycubes with defect k into mutually-disjoint “pattern classes.”
2. Show that the generating function of each pattern class has the form stated in the theorem;
3. Prove that the number of pattern classes is bounded.
Then, the combination of Steps (2) and (3) implies the claim.
J
A possible direction for future study might be to look into the general behavior of
B(n, k, d), where k is no longer a small constant, but rather a function of n.
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